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Abstract 

Given the widespread decline of species and threats to habitats across the globe, identifying 

important areas for conservation is now more important than ever. With ever-improving 

technology, the use of tracking data has recently contributed valuable information on the 

movement of marine organisms, and has allowed for insight into habits and habitat use of 

animals such as pinnipeds that are difficult to study. For example, Important Bird and 

Biodiversity Areas (IBAs) have been identified using seabird tracking data (BirdLife 

International (BI) approach). In this study the applicability of the BI approach to pinniped 

data was tested, based on similarities in foraging patterns and attendance cycles between 

seabirds and female pinnipeds during their breeding season. PTT and GPS data from nine 

species were analysed using the BI approach and compared to three commonly used methods 

of spatial analysis; Kernel Density Estimation, Minimum Convex Polygon, and Time-spent-

in-Area analyses. The 50% home range was used to analyse the size of areas and the 

percentage overlap between areas identified by different methods. The BI approach and other 

methods were all able to effectively identify important areas for ten of eleven data groups, 

though the areas identified by all four methods differed in their extent and exact location. 

Advantages and disadvantages of each method should be taken into account in conservation 

management though this study indicates that the BI approach is a good compromise between 

these. Future developments could include broadening of the approach to incorporate a wider 

range of pinniped species.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

More and more species are threatened by extinction, and the accelerated loss of biodiversity 

during the Anthropocene is of great concern for today’s society (Rockström et al., 2009; 

WWF, 2015). The marine Living Planet Index (LPI), a measure of global marine biological 

diversity, indicated a 49% decline in mammal, bird, reptile and fish populations between 

1970-2012, and with an average decrease of 1% annually, the proportion of extinct and 

threatened species is likely to grow (WWF, 2016). Species extinction is caused by many 

different factors, with habitat destruction and fragmentation being some of the greatest 

contributors in the 20th century (Harwood, 2001), though these are not the only factors that 

affect species survival and success. Often conflicting use of areas give rise to problems, and 

with ever increasing efforts to secure resources in the marine environment, areas that are 

untouched by human activities are shrinking. This is closely tied to overexploitation which 

greatly contributes to the extinction and endangerment of marine species (WWF, 2016). 

Overexploitation is most commonly connected to fishing practices, however many highly 

charismatic species which are not closely associated with fishing are also being affected, 

including sharks, turtles and marine mammals (WWF, 2016). The consequences of intensive 

fishing for these groups often include incidental by-catch, disturbance, injury or death 

through illegal poaching or bad practices as well as indirect conflicts in the form of food 

competition (WWF, 2015, 2016). 

One method that has been applied in order to manage these user conflicts and increase 

conservation of the oceans is the designation of areas in the oceans to be protected. The 

International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) defines a Marine Protected Area 

(MPA) as “a clearly defined geographical space, recognised, dedicated and managed, 

through legal or other effective means, to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with 

associated ecosystem services and cultural values” (Day et al., 2012). The level of protection 



 

and the designation process can vary between areas, and the designating governments and 

agencies. The IUCN has provided a set of global guidelines which encompass predefined 

categories of Protected Areas with varying management objectives, ranging from strict and 

limited access to areas where natural biodiversity and resource management interact (Day et 

al., 2012). Although the principles of protected area management are applicable to both 

terrestrial and marine areas, there is much less experience with the latter (Day et al., 2012). 

Nevertheless, the implementation and designation of marine protected areas is becoming 

more important for marine conservation, and thus should be a priority for the management 

sector (Global Ocean Commission, 2016).   

Although nations, governmental agencies and non-governmental organisations are all 

working towards accomplishing the target of protecting a total of 10% of marine areas by 

2020, further strengthening and simplification of designation and management processes is 

needed according to the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) (WWF, 2016). 

The commitment to increase the number and total area of marine protected areas could be 

aided if strict guidelines and procedures were in place to help decision-makers in the process. 

Several studies have previously discussed the role of critical marine habitats in the 

designation process of marine protected areas (Harwood, 2001; Ray & McCormick-Ray, 

1995). It is therefore vital to continuously develop and improve approaches that can help 

pinpoint those critical habitats and areas. For these approaches to be successful it is necessary 

to investigate the spatial habitat use of organisms in a given area (Botsford, Carr, Hanan, 

Vann, & Abeles, n.d.). Habitat use analysis can give insight into the presence, density and 

movements of species which can help delineate important marine areas which would be 

candidates for protection (Embling et al., 2010). In order to maximise the potential that an 

MPA has to offer, it is important that in-depth research has been done on distribution and 

movement patterns of the target species (Cordes, Duck, Mackey, Hall, & Thompson, 2011; 

Grech & Marsh, 2008), as well as investigating the ecosystems that the species are found in. 

This problem is easily resolved if the species are endemic or sedentary, however it can be a 

much greater problem if the species have intricate and complex life history, or are highly 

mobile or even migratory (Allen & Singh, 2016). Despite this, different methods can be 

implemented to shed light on how these mobile organisms utilise their environment.  

A technique that has become increasingly employed over the last few decades is tagging or 

biologging of animals. Biologging involves attaching miniaturised tags on animals which 
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then log, store and/or relay data about an animal’s spatio-temporal movement, behaviour and 

environment (Bograd, Block, Costa, & Godley, 2010; Rutz & Hays, 2009). These techniques 

have been applied to a wide range of highly mobile marine organisms, including seabirds, 

cetaceans, reptiles and pinnipeds (Allen & Singh, 2016; Bograd et al., 2010; Lascelles et al., 

2014). The tagging of these species enables us to see how these species use their habitat, 

which can otherwise be troublesome since their flying and diving behaviours are difficult, if 

not impossible, to directly observe (Brown, Kays, Wikelski, Wilson, & Klimley, 2013). 

These approaches produce copious amounts of data that can be used for a large variety of 

research purposes. This has produced good indicators of the spatial use of these organisms, 

and the resulting outcomes can be used for identification and designation of important 

marine areas. For example one study that has taken this approach by Ludynia et al (2012) 

used tracking data to investigate whether the proposed design of an MPA in Namibia 

overlapped with the foraging areas of penguins and gannets. They found that the foraging 

areas were located within the proposed boundaries of the MPA and as such were able to 

contribute this knowledge to MPA design (Ludynia, Kemper, & Roux, 2012). One 

organisation that has adopted this approach more widely is BirdLife International. They now 

use tracking data as one of their data sources to identify Important Bird and Biodiversity 

Areas (IBAs) (BirdLife International, 2010). Furthermore BirdLife International do not only 

focus on the appointment of IBAs and the conservation of birds, but also argue that birds are 

excellent indicators of biodiversity, and IBAs therefore not only benefit bird populations, 

but the protection of these areas benefits other species as well as biodiversity overall 

(BirdLife International, 2010). However while the use of birds as marine indicators is 

ongoing, they will not necessarily indicate every important marine habitat and may instead 

act among a suite of marine indicator taxa. 

When looking at the spatial habitat use and foraging patterns of seabirds and pinnipeds, we 

are able to draw some parallels between the two groups. Both groups of organisms spend a 

great proportion of their lives at sea and are capable of long-distance movements. 

Furthermore, they aggregate into large colonies or rookeries on land for breeding. Seabirds 

nest on land and feed their young directly or on prey gained during foraging at sea, while 

pinnipeds use rookeries for safekeeping of their young and nurse their pups through 

lactation. The pattern of foraging at sea and returning to attend to their offspring is 



 

comparable and this strategy is known as central-place foraging (Orians & Pearson, 1979). 

As well as central place foraging, site fidelity is common in both seabirds and otariid species 

(Campbell, Gales, Lento, & Baker, 2008). This includes both site fidelity for the colony on 

land, where both groups have to choose a suitable nursing or nesting habitat and often return 

to sites that are already familiar, but also site fidelity of foraging areas at sea. These are 

determined by colony location as well as factors such as prey availability and distribution, 

quality of foraging habitats and environmental conditions and learned behaviour or 

experience (Chilvers, 2008a). Studies have shown that although individuals of a pinniped 

population can undertake substantial migrations, colony site fidelity can be high amongst 

them, and individuals have been shown to return to the colonies after extended periods of 

absence (Womble & Gende, 2013). Therefore both areas at sea which are identified to be 

important, and adjacent colonies are often irreplaceable and can have significant value to 

populations for long periods of time (Lascelles et al., 2014). As a result, designating 

protected areas from information derived from tracking data analysis seems to be a reliable 

option (Hoenner, Whiting, Hindell, & McMahon, 2012; Montevecchi et al., 2012; Pichegru 

et al., 2012; Thaxter et al., 2012). Successful attempts to use data from tracking data analysis 

to advise on the designation and evaluation process of MPAs have been carried out in the 

United Kingdom (Thaxter et al., 2012), western Indian Ocean (Le Corre et al., 2012) and the 

Atlantic Ocean (Montevecchi et al., 2012). These studies suggest that these approaches are 

a valuable tool to identify IBAs and can aid in MPA establishment. It seems possible that 

with their distinct foraging areas and behaviour that pinnipeds might also be used to 

designate and/or evaluate MPAs.  

Since several established methods to identify important marine areas using tracking data 

have been carried out for birds already (Lascelles et al., 2016; Thaxter et al., 2012), the next 

important step is to investigate whether such approaches can be utilised to make 

recommendations for designation of protected areas based on spatial patterns of other marine 

predators such as pinnipeds. The need for designation of areas that are of significant 

conservation importance to pinnipeds may become increasingly vital, particularly as the 

marine environment is changing rapidly, and anthropogenic activities often accelerate this 

change (Rockström et al., 2009; Vitousek, Mooney, Lubchenco, & Melillo, 1997). Several 

pinniped species have already gone extinct, such as the Caribbean monk seal which was 

driven to extinction by human activities (McClenachan & Cooper, 2008). Some extant 
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pinniped species such as the Mediterranean monk seal, Monachus monachus are classified 

as being endangered (Karamanlidis & Dendrinos, 2015) and according to the official IUCN 

Red List, seven of the extant pinniped species listed on their website were endangered and a 

further four are vulnerable or near threatened (<www.iucnredlist.org>, 2016). Other studies 

propose that several more species are of significant concern (Hooker & Gerber, 2004).  

There are several factors that pose a threat to pinnipeds, including interaction with human 

activities that involve marine resource harvesting and utilisation, pollution and habitat 

degradation, and climate change (Kovacs et al., 2012; Reijnders et al., 1993). Interactions 

with fisheries appears to be a highly important threat to pinnipeds, with bycatch mortality 

through incidental entanglement in fishing gear being the largest problem (Read, 2008). 

Pinnipeds are often attracted to the fishing gear as a potentially readily available food source, 

but then end up becoming entangled themselves. Furthermore indirect interactions with 

fisheries such as the intentional killing of pinnipeds by fishermen or the competition for 

resources with fisheries pose serious threats to pinniped populations (Kovacs et al., 2012). 

Pollution is a very general threat and includes everything from entanglement in marine 

debris, noise pollution to chemical pollution through for example oil spills, Persistent 

Organic Pollutants (POPs) and pesticides (Denkinger & Vinueza, 2014; Kovacs et al., 2012). 

Through bioaccumulation and biomagnification, pinnipeds and other apex predators tend to 

accumulate high levels of contaminants, thus being at risk when subjected to persistent 

pollution levels over time (Hoekstra et al., 2003; Reijnders et al., 1993). The presence of 

contaminants in pinniped populations has been linked to reproductive disturbance caused by 

factors such as sterility and premature pupping (Reijnders, 1984) as well as supressed 

immune responses (Kovacs et al., 2012; Reijnders et al., 1993). Noise pollution and 

disturbance can have many causes including but not limited to tourism, seismic surveys, the 

installation and maintenance of windfarms and boating activities. These can result in 

displacement of seals, abandonment of pups and severe stress which in turn can negatively 

affect pinniped populations (Reijnders et al., 1993; Skeate, Perrow, & Gilroy, 2012).  

Although the preferred habitat of pinniped populations is often located in remote and isolated 

locations, with increasing anthropogenic exploratory efforts, such locations are becoming 

rare (Reijnders et al., 1993). Often conflict arises in areas where human activities overlap 

with foraging and breeding areas of pinnipeds (Riet-Sapriza et al., 2013), thus knowing what 



 

areas are important to pinnipeds can help mitigate these conflicts by aiding in the decision-

making process when establishing anthropogenic marine undertakings such as aquaculture 

or wind farms. The difficulty that arises in identifying these areas is the high degree of 

variation between species and individuals that marine mammals exhibit. There is large 

variation found in foraging and reproductive strategies, interactions with other individuals, 

species and their environment and behavioural habits, depending on their life history. This 

is especially important to consider when aiming at developing a unified method for area 

identification. Furthermore, as with birds, they are likely to indicate biodiversity hotspots, 

yet with their superior dive performance and larger body size these hotspots are likely to be 

different to those that birds use. What could prove advantageous is that marine mammals 

tend to naturally frequent areas where optimum foraging and breeding conditions are found, 

such as areas that are highly productive (Burns et al., 2004), indicating that these specific 

areas can be categorised as critical habitat for species survival (Harwood, 2001). Thus it can 

be assumed that when areas are being frequented more often, it will be detectable in tracking 

data and enable us to assume therefore that analysing these patterns will indeed indicate 

important marine areas for pinnipeds. Furthermore, it is important to consider the 

significance of the identification of areas of global pinniped conservation importance to 

other marine life. Birds are already being treated as excellent indicators of biodiversity, if 

such status could also be inferred for pinnipeds, designating protected areas based on 

important areas for pinnipeds could have positive effects on the surrounding marine life. 

1.2 Thesis aim and hypothesis 

The aim of this project is to provide consistent and standardised analyses of tracking data to 

identify important marine areas or hotspots for the conservation and management of 

pinnipeds. The project aims to be applicable on a global scale but is tested on data sets from 

selected representative species and regions. To achieve this aim, the thesis poses two specific 

questions: 

1. Using the standardised tracking data analysis (BirdLife International approach) as 

described in Lascelles et al (2016), what marine areas can we identify as being of 

conservation importance to pinniped species on a global scale, using a selected 

subset of pinniped tracking data representative of wider populations and colonies?  
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2. How do the areas identified in the standardised tracking data analysis used in this 

study correspond to areas of conservation importance identified using Minimum 

Convex Polygon (MCP), Kernel Density Estimation (KDEhref)and Time-spent-in-

Area (TIA) methods applied to the same data sets, in terms of percentage overlap 

and total extent/area?  

1.3 Scope and delineation 

The aim of the project is to develop an approach to identify important pinniped areas on a 

global scale. However since it would be unfeasible to assess all populations from all existing 

datasets of pinniped tracking, it was decided that a subset of data sets representing pinniped 

populations from selected species around the globe would be used.  

Several requirements had to be fulfilled in order for data to be considered for this study. 

Geographically there were few restrictions; initially data from all regions across the globe 

were considered, however extra attention was put on selecting data that would establish as 

wide a geographical range as possible. Therefore, contacting people that may be able to 

contribute with data ranging from tropical to polar regions was essential. The second 

consideration that had to be made was the selection of species. Again it was essential to 

sample the widest range of species possible, however the main focus was put on the 

collection of otariid data. This is because it was already expected that the tracking data 

collected from this grouping of animals would respond best to the selected method of 

analysis, as otariids are more likely to be under central-place foraging constraints compared 

to phocids.  

Available data sets were also temporally limited due to the dependence on the development 

of technology within the field of vertebrate tracking. Although radio transmitters have been 

used to track pinnipeds since the late 1960s (Laws, 2009), and Platform Terminal 

Transmitters (PTTs) have been used with varying degree of success since the 1980s (Stewart, 

Leatherwood, Yochem, & Heide-Jorgensen, 1989) biologging of marine animals has seen a 

significant improvement of the technology available over the last 20 years. Furthermore, 

more recent data can be expected to be more reliable than older data, since the application 



 

of the ARGOS satellite system and most recently GPS technology has vastly improved data 

quality in terms of the frequency and precision of location data (Costa et al., 2010).  

The data chosen for the final analysis was considered to be representative of large and 

particularly important proportions of pinniped populations based on; a) rarity or conservation 

status, and b) colony location and importance (how great a proportion of the total global 

population is based at this location). Other drivers in the decision-making process were 

considerations that the approach needed to be developed in such manner that it was as 

versatile as possible, so that it can be applied to all existing and future pinniped data sets.  

 

1.4 Thesis organisation and structure 

The introduction offered a short overview of the current state of knowledge and research 

efforts in the field whilst providing the basis of the origin and aim of the project. In the 

following chapter, a detailed synthesis of pinniped literature explaining key concepts can be 

found. A methodology chapter explaining the key methods applied in the project and the 

reasoning behind choosing them follows this. Thereafter the results chapter presents the 

outcomes of the project. The discussion chapter examines the results in the context of 

relevant literature, provides recommendations for future research into important marine 

areas for pinnipeds and the implications for the management processes hereof, as well as 

highlighting the limitations of the study and suggesting future research building on the 

current project.  
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2 Theoretical overview  

2.1 Pinniped life history 

The clade Pinnipedia is comprised of 34 extant species divided into three extant families of 

organisms; the Otariidae or eared seals, which include sea lions and fur seals, the Phocidae 

or true seals, and the Odobenidae, which includes one extant species the walrus, Odobenus 

rosmarus (Figure 1) (Berta & Churchill, 2012; Reeves, Stewart, Clapham, & Powell, 2002). 

This study however focuses on otariids and phocids alone, and the life history and biology 

of walruses will not be discussed in greater detail.  

 

Figure 1. Phylogenetic cladogram for extant pinniped species from Berta and Churchill (2012). Please note 

that  controversy over the relationships and classification of Arctocephalus/Arctophoca still exists and that 

currently this grouping has been returned to the genus Arctocephalus pending further research 

(<www.iucnredlist.org>, 2016)  



 

The global distribution of pinnipeds is wide, ranging from the tropics to polar regions, 

although the majority of pinniped species can be found in colder, highly productive polar or 

subpolar regions (Kovacs et al., 2012). Pinnipeds can be described as carnivorous, semi-

aquatic mammals, however individual differences between species such as foraging and 

habitat preferences, size, and reproduction can be great. Body sizes vary from the Baikal 

seal, Pusa sibirica, with a body length of 1 metre and a mass of 45 kilograms to the largest 

seal, the southern elephant seal, Mirounga leonina, which can reach a length of 5 metres and 

a mass of 5000 kilograms (Reeves et al., 2002). Most pinnipeds are marine, however 

exceptions include the Baikal seal which is endemic to the freshwater lake Baikal, Russia. 

Pinnipeds are well adapted for aquatic life with their streamlined, fusiform bodies and short, 

but wide flippers. There are several anatomical and physiological differences between 

phocids and otariids. Otariids are much better adapted for movement on land than phocids, 

as they are able to turn their rear limbs underneath themselves and utilise them for walking 

on land. Otariids also utilise their front flippers for propulsion underwater, whilst phocids 

utilise their hind-flippers.  

Pinnipeds spend a large part of their lives in the sea, however access to terrestrial habitats is 

critical. Land-breeding species often select habitats such as rocky or sandy beaches 

(Gonzalez-Suarez & Gerber, 2008) whereas ice-breeding species rely on stable sea ice 

conditions (Simpkins, Hiruki-Raring, Sheffield, Grebmeier, & Bengtson, 2003). Nearby 

access to either rock pools, fresh water pools or the sea also play a significant role (Twiss, 

Caudron, Pomeroy, Thomas, & Mills, 2000; Twiss, Thomas, & Pomeroy, 2001), particularly 

for species at lower latitudes where high temperatures can cause thermal stress (Gonzalez-

Suarez & Gerber, 2008). Access to these undisturbed non-marine habitats is crucial at several 

important life stages including moulting, breeding and nursing, as well as to escape from 

aquatic predators. Female pinnipeds will seek out haul outs and aggregate into larger 

colonies when giving birth. Male pinnipeds will also aggregate around this period as mating 

often takes place shortly after the females have given birth. This pattern is particularly 

pronounced in land-breeding species, which include most otariid species, elephant seals and 

grey seals. These species also display high degrees of polygyny, whereas ice-breeding 

species such as the harp seal, Pagophilus groenlandicus, and hooded seal, Cystophora 

cristata, tend to show less polygyny and are often serially monogamous.  
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Most pinniped species undergo moulting once a year, where all fur and sometimes skin is 

replaced (Ling, 1970; Reeves et al., 2002). Moulting is much more pronounced in phocids 

compared to otariids. During moulting many phocid species remain hauled out for extended 

periods of time. This is vital since moulting can have negative effects on their 

thermoregulation thus grounding them at sites out of the water, but also enables them to 

conserve energy through resting (Worthy, Morris, Costa, & Le Boeuf, 1992). Some species 

such as the northern elephant seal, Mirounga angustirostris, remain on land fasting for 

around a month during the moulting period (Worthy et al., 1992). Individuals can lose a great 

amount of body mass during this period, for example northern elephant seals have been 

observed to lose three kilograms per day (Worthy et al., 1992).  

2.2 Pinniped feeding and foraging behaviour 

Pinnipeds are opportunistic, diverse feeders preying on a large variety of species including 

cephalopods, Osteichthyes, crustaceans, and have even been observed preying on seabirds 

including gentoo, Pygoscelis papua, and macaroni, Eudyptes chrysolophus, penguins 

(Marks, Brooke, & Gildenhuys, 1997; Reeves et al., 2002). Some instances of predation 

between species have been observed (Cassini, 1998; Van Neer, Jensen, & Siebert, 2015). 

Remarkably the foraging ecology and feeding characteristics are still poorly known for a 

number of species, particularly for male and juvenile individuals (Reeves et al., 2002).  

Several factors affect foraging location, behaviour and prey consumption in pinnipeds, 

including prey migration and abundance, local prey distribution and environmental factors. 

The foraging patterns of several species that feed particularly on krill and cephalopods is 

highly linked to the daily vertical migrations that these prey undertake in the water column. 

One study found that 75% of dives carried out by Antarctic fur seals were during the night 

(Croxall, Everson, Kooyman, Ricketts, & Davis, 1985). This can be tightly linked to the diel 

vertical migration that krill display, where they are found below a certain depth during 

daylight hours and higher in the water column during the period between dusk until dawn 

(Croxall et al., 1985; Zhou & Dorland, 2004). Many cephalopods exhibit similar diurnal 

patterns (Roper & Young, 1975). Diving is a huge constraint on pinnipeds, and requires the 

ability to store oxygen. Furthermore recovery time, i.e. the surface time that an animal has 

to take to recover from a dive is much greater for deeper, longer dives and can limit the 



 

frequency at which an animal can dive successively (Hochachka, 2000). These cost-benefit 

considerations are important to diving air-breathers such as pinnipeds (Bestley, Jonsen, 

Hindell, Harcourt, & Gales, 2015) and could impact their diving and foraging behaviour. It 

has to be noted that depths and dive times are highly dependent on physiological capability, 

which varies between species. Foraging on prey whilst it is higher in the water column saves 

energy and resources for the pinnipeds, as they now can carry out shallower dives. This 

pattern is further supported by the Optimal Diving Theory (ODT) which suggests that intense 

energy expenditure as a result of exceeding maximum aerobic dive limits can decrease 

subsequent energy acquisition through accumulation of lactic acid in tissues (Heaslip, 

Bowen, & Iverson, 2014; Kramer, 1988), and is therefore inefficient. As such, optimum 

foraging occurs below the maximum dive limit and through that extending dive time and 

depth as much as possible, whilst acquiring resources as efficiently as possible (Heaslip et 

al., 2014).  

Pinnipeds display a tendency to forage near upwelling and highly productive areas, which 

also explains the tendencies in global distribution. Many polar pinnipeds have large, 

circumpolar ranges, whilst most species found in mid-latitude and tropical regions are more 

restricted in their range (Kovacs et al., 2012). These patterns of distribution also reflect the 

central-place foraging patterns that are displayed by many land-breeding species compared 

to ice-associated polar and subpolar species, which display stronger patterns of a seasonally 

pelagic or ice-following lifestyles (Kovacs et al., 2012). This could prove very important to 

the designation of protected areas in the future, as upwelling areas tend to attract a great 

diversity of marine life but are also centres of human activities, which quickly create the 

potential for human-pinniped conflict. Thus if a certain area is protected based on 

information on pinniped habitat use, it may well prove useful for biodiversity overall and 

mitigate these arising conflicts.  

2.3 Pinniped foraging behaviour and biology during 

lactation 

Whilst species, prey distribution and migration, environmental factors, and physiological 

condition and ability all affect the foraging behaviour of pinnipeds, a unique dimension and 

constraint is added to the foraging ecology of female pinnipeds during lactation. During 
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lactation female otariids alter between nursing their pups on land and foraging at sea 

(Trillmich, 1990), thus they are constrained to foraging near the breeding colony. After the 

first week postpartum, where the female nurses the pup and the individual recognition 

between mother and pup is established, the females return to the sea to forage (Trillmich, 

1990). Subsequently the females resume foraging, and an attendance pattern of 1-3 days on 

land and 1-8 days at sea is established (Trillmich, 1990). Female pinnipeds ultimately face 

a trade-off during the lactation period. The length of time a mother can forage at sea and be 

absent in the breeding colony is limited, as longer foraging bouts decrease growth rate in 

pups. Thus in order to successfully carry her genes forward it is in her best interest to return 

to the colony as soon as possible (Trillmich, 1990). Simultaneously the foraging bouts must 

be of minimum duration in order to satisfy energy replenishment requirements both for the 

adult and for the pup. This is further influenced by seasonality and food availability 

(Trillmich, 1990). The ability to replenish maternal energy reserves whilst maintaining 

lactation means that the otariid lactation period generally extends to around 4-12 months 

during which time the pup grows slowly (Oftedall, Boness, & Tedman, 1987), although the 

lactation period for Galapagos fur seals, Arctocephalus galapagoensis, can last for up to 

three years (Luque, Arnould, Miller, Cherel, & Guinet, 2007). This is likely a result of the 

female adults retaining energy gained during feeding as a buffer for unpredictability in prey 

availability, which is common for the equatorial environment (Costa & Trillmich, 1988). 

Latitude and weaning age of young are negatively correlated (Trillmich, 1990), which is 

thought to be related to the foraging constraints the mothers are under (Lowther & 

Goldsworthy, 2016). At high latitudes seasonal migration of prey resources becomes much 

more critical, and by weaning their pups within a shorter time period, both mothers and pups 

are able to leave the breeding colony and migrate to better foraging grounds (Lowther & 

Goldsworthy, 2016). In contrast, at low latitudes pinnipeds display exceptionally long 

lactation periods, which can break the annual cycle, as a response to the more ephemeral 

and/or patchy nature of prey distribution in these environments (Lowther & Goldsworthy, 

2016).  

In contrast to otariids, which are considered income breeders, phocids, which are considered 

income breeders accumulate energy reserves prior to whelping and generally fast during the 

lactation period, thus resulting in a much shorter lactation period varying between 4-50 days 



 

and a much faster pup growth pattern (Oftedall et al., 1987). Costa (1993) argued that the 

fasting strategy and reduced lactation duration in phocids results in greater energy transfer 

from the mother to the pup by reducing the cost of lactation to the mother (Costa, 1993). 

Among phocids, species that exhibit the fasting strategy are often found to give birth in 

unstable environments such as ice sheets, so one theory suggests that lactation duration is 

kept short due to the unstable environment that these pups are reared in (Boyd, 1998). In 

contrast there is evidence that some phocids such as the harbour seal, Phoca vitulina, exhibit 

foraging cycles that resemble those of otariid seals, which is likely to be a result of the 

relative small size of female harbour seals constraining energy reserves (Boness, Bowen, & 

Oftedall, 1994). The observations of differing strategies may also be the result of the effect 

of body size on foraging patterns. Smaller pinnipeds have adapted to exploit locally abundant 

food sources, whereas larger pinnipeds are able to efficiently utilise more dispersed food 

sources, but also require higher foraging effort to sustain normal functioning as a result of 

increased metabolic cost of maintenance (Boyd, 1998).  

With exception of the hooded seal, most female phocids do however enter the water during 

the lactation period, though they remain in close vicinity to the breeding colony and pups 

(Oftedall et al., 1987). The differing attendance patterns and lactation behaviours mean that 

the foraging patterns around breeding colonies is likely to differ between otariids and 

phocids. Male pinnipeds are generally not involved in rearing of the pups in either family 

(Trillmich, 1990), thus the foraging and migration patterns are likely differ to that of female 

pinnipeds. Males are therefore under different constraints than females, and perhaps as a 

result less likely to come into contact with human activities in these concentrated areas 

around breeding colonies. However since breeding events often occur weeks after the 

females have given birth to their pups, they could be affected by human activities around 

this time. They would therefore be likely to benefit from protection measures derived from 

female pinniped tracking data.  

2.4 Parallels between pinnipeds and seabirds  

Central place foraging is the underlying behaviour that allows us to draw parallels between 

seabird and pinniped research for the purpose of this study. Central place foraging is 

characterised by the return of an individual to a central breeding colony to attend to their 

offspring after successive foraging bouts, most commonly during a breeding season (Orians 
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& Pearson, 1979). Central place foraging is a behaviour applied by a wide range of groups 

across the animal kingdom including ants (Harkness & Maroudas, 1985), rodents (Giraldeau, 

Kramer, Deslandes, & Lair, 1994; Raffel et al., 2009), birds (e.g. Elliott et al., 2009; 

Lascelles et al., 2016), and pinnipeds (e.g. Staniland et al., 2010; Staniland, Boyd, & Reid, 

2007). The ability to closely compare seabird research to pinniped research is derived from 

the multiple similarities that the two groups exhibit in terms of central place foraging. There 

are however also major differences between the foraging cycles of seabirds and seals. One 

major difference is that seabirds usually rear their chicks with bi-parental care, where one 

parent forages at sea whilst the other parent is guarding the nest. As such both foraging and 

attendance can proceed simultaneously whereas in pinnipeds this must occur sequentially. 

This can potentially increase energy delivery overall. Furthermore seabirds bring back whole 

food to give to the chicks directly (Ichii et al., 2007). Male pinnipeds are usually not involved 

in the rearing of pups, and as such different constraints are placed on the mother as a single 

carer. Pups are not directly fed by the mother with captured prey but receive their energy 

indirectly through lactation. 

Central place foragers are subject to several constrictions and trade-offs. The main constraint 

that applies to both seabirds and pinniped is the amount of time they can spend foraging 

before they have to return to avoid starvation of their young. Other factors that can affect 

foraging trip duration and distance are colony size, competition and prey depletion (Ainley, 

Ford, Brown, Suryan, & Irons, 2003). For seabirds it has been found that colony size is 

positively correlated with foraging range, where larger colonies require either larger foraging 

areas or foraging areas with higher density of prey (Elliott et al., 2009). This pattern may not 

necessarily be the case for pinnipeds; previous research could not find much evidence of a 

correlation of colony size and foraging metrics (Brandes, 2015) which could potentially be 

attributed to the more three-dimensional use of foraging areas which pinnipeds display.   

2.5 Pinniped habitat selection and use 

Oceans as a habitat are characterised by high heterogeneity and patchiness. These 

characteristics will ultimately determine the distribution of organisms in their environment 

(Foley et al., 2010). Habitat selection and habitat use are two different concepts. Habitat 

selection refers to the disproportionate use of habitat as a result of behavioural responses, 



 

which influence survival and fitness of an organism (Jones, 2001). Habitat use on the other 

hand refers to the means by which an organism uses its environment to meet its needs to 

survive and reproduce (Jones, 2001). Although most pinnipeds are relatively flexible in 

terms of diet and foraging, their habitat requirements and thus habitat use and selection 

during reproduction can be very specialised.  

Several studies have already used tracking data, satellite telemetry and dive profiles to 

investigate pinniped habitat use, covering a large range of species, habitats and life history 

stages (e.g. Huon et al., 2015; Kirkwood & Arnould, 2011; Kirkwood, Lynch, Gales, Dann, 

& Sumner, 2006; Simpkins, Hiruki-Raring, Sheffield, Grebmeier, & Bengtson, 2003; 

Womble & Gende, 2013). The way pinnipeds utilise their environment is influenced by 

several factors including bathymetry, seasonality and foraging strategy and preferences 

(Burns et al., 2004). Furthermore species-specific preferences appear to be prevalent.  

Habitat sampling, classification and analysis of terrestrial breeding and haul-out sites are 

also being used to investigate preferences in pinniped use on land (Gonzalez-Suarez & 

Gerber, 2008; Stevens & Boness, 2003). Although pinnipeds spend a great part of their life 

at sea, thus requiring safe and resource-rich areas for foraging, they also require predator-

free islands, sandbanks or ice floes that are not prone to flooding and remain stable from 

birth time and throughout the lactation and moulting period (Harwood, 2001). It can 

therefore be important when considering marine protected areas to not only focus on the 

protected seascape but also incorporate adjacent land areas, such as is the case for IBA 

identification for birds. California sea lions, Zalophus californianus, have been found to 

prefer haul-out locations comprised of larger rocks, lighter substrates and convex shorelines 

(Gonzalez-Suarez & Gerber, 2008). This is thought to be the preferred choice to minimise 

the negative effects of increased temperatures and to prevent heat stress (Gonzalez-Suarez 

& Gerber, 2008). The same drivers appear also to affect the choice of preferred habitat in 

Southern fur seals, Arctocephalus australis. Stevens & Boness (2003) found that Southern 

fur seals in Peru preferred breeding locations which had stacked rocks which provide shade 

as well as tidal rock pools allowing efficient thermoregulation (Stevens & Boness, 2003). 

Polar species greatly depend on pack ice and solid ice sheets for haul-out opportunities 

(Burns et al., 2004; Kovacs, Lydersen, Overland, & Moore, 2011).  
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2.6 Management implications 

There is great need to develop and improve already existing methods for identifying key 

areas that are important for species and ecosystem conservation, particularly if the areas can 

be identified as being hotspots for certain species (Myers, Mittermeier, Mittermeier, da 

Fonseca, & Kent, 2000). Finding reliable identification methods is vital for conservation as 

prioritisation is often needed, since a lack of sufficient funding frequently restricts the 

resources available to conservationists, decision-makers and scientists (Myers et al., 2000; 

Simberloff, 1998). This can ultimately result in lack of conservation action or insufficient 

and/or inefficient designation of protected areas.  

Multiple strategies are available for the protection of species or whole ecosystems. Strategies 

focusing on single-species or keystone conservation have been widely discussed and applied 

both in terrestrial and marine conservation projects (Payton, Fenner, & Lee, 2002; 

Simberloff, 1998). Single-species conservation becomes even more complicated when the 

target species is highly migratory (Zacharias & Roff, 2001). Essentially the resources and 

efforts put into a conservation project must reflect its benefits, and it can be argued that it 

may not be a good investment if a species spends only a fraction of its life span within a 

protected range. A counterargument to this opinion could be that even if the target species 

only spends a fraction of time in the protected area, ultimately during this time it would not 

be exposed to threats and impacts, thus having beneficial conservation effects overall 

(Hooker & Gerber, 2004). Furthermore, given that many pinnipeds express a high degree of 

foraging and breeding site fidelity, finding and protecting these particular areas can make a 

great difference for the overall pinniped population and whole ecosystem. Other strategies 

such as the implementation of MPAs (Agardy, 1994; IUCN & UNEP-WCMC, 2013), and 

more recently marine spatial planning (Agardy, di Sciara, & Christie, 2011; Foley et al., 

2010) and ecosystem-based management have been increasingly used (Ehler & Douvere, 

2009). 

Although individual habitat preferences differ, general requirements for areas that are 

undisturbed and unaffected by human presence and activities, as well as access to optimum 

foraging areas, are critical. Habitat selection and use appears to be a critical aspect that needs 

to be taken into account for pinniped conservation, as habitat destruction and fragmentation 



 

has become the largest threat to pinnipeds and marine mammals in general in the 21st century 

(Harwood, 2001). This becomes particularly important when considering that some studies 

suggest that marine mammals are keystone species in their certain environmental niches 

(Harwood, 2001; Zacharias & Roff, 2001), thus failing to protect keystone species can have 

great negative impacts on entire ecosystems. However there are conflicting views on the 

application of the keystone species concept in conservation science, and some argue that the 

term keystone species is too poorly defined and too broadly used (Mills, Soule, & Doak, 

1993). The question is whether pinnipeds in a given area can be considered an indicator or 

keystone species, and as such would be an ideal candidate to focus on for conservation 

efforts. Pinnipeds such as the ringed seal, Pusa hispida, have already been used as an 

indicator species in the context of climate change environmental and climate change (Kelly, 

2001). Furthermore the haul-out patterns of land-hauling pinniped species enable relatively 

accurate abundance estimates which in turn could be used to assess the status of pinniped 

populations (Taylor, Martinez, Gerrodette, Barlow, & Hrovat, 2007). However some 

researchers have highlighted that single-species conservation can be problematic because it 

can be difficult to define the best choice of species as the indicator or what it should indicate 

in order to be significant (Simberloff, 1998).  

Despite these criticisms, one factor that may be taken advantage of is the status of pinnipeds 

in many societies. Although native tribes in for example Greenland and Canada rely on 

hunting seals for survival, in large parts of the Western civilisation their charisma gives them 

a particular status. Due to their charisma and public recognition, they are able to draw 

attention to themselves, which could be a strong point of using them as a flagship species 

for conservation. Using pinnipeds as a flagship species for conservation purposes could have 

great potential, as emotional reactions and aesthetic attitudes can greatly impact how 

influential people perceive conservation importance (Knight, 2008; Vincenot, Collazo, 

Wallmo, & Koyama, 2015). Contrary to the definition of keystone species, flagship species 

serve an socio-economic purpose rather than an ecological one (Walpole & Leader-

Williams, 2002). It might enable conservation projects focussing on pinnipeds to gain public 

awareness, thus securing interest and funding in future projects. It is important to remember 

that the designation and management process of vulnerable and endangered marine areas is 

a continuous development that needs to consider an array of components, actors and 
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problems. Stakeholder engagement, efficient communication and clearly defined goals and 

objectives are vital for a successful process (Lundquist & Granek, 2005). 

Ultimately the main factors often hindering extensive conservation projects are politics and 

finance. Since the oceans are highly important to not only wildlife but also humankind, they 

are a resource that has to be shared among many. Whilst designating large areas for 

conservation is beneficial for the species and ecosystem, it can often have drawbacks for 

other users thus creating conflict (Hooker & Gerber, 2004). It is rather impractical to protect 

entire marine areas where pinnipeds roam, particularly outside of the breeding season, so 

more focus should be put on breeding sites, adjacent foraging areas and female movement 

patterns. Essentially the importance of economies of scale and efficiency of both resource 

use and conservation methods must be remembered and should be prioritised in management 

processes, a view which results in suggestions for conservation of whole ecosystems rather 

than single species (Simberloff, 1998). It could also be argued however that the conservation 

of one key species will result in a trickle-down effect, thus also benefitting other co-

occurring species (Roberge & Angelstam, 2004). This is also a key principle underpinning 

BirdLife International’s IBA and marine IBA programme (Birdlife, 2016).  
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3 Methods 

3.1 Data collection 

Data were collected by contacting authors of papers on pinniped tracking that had previously 

been published in peer-reviewed journals, as well as consulting online animal tracking 

databases such as www.movebank.org and www.zoatrack.org. The goal was to obtain data 

sets covering as many different species and locations as possible, in order to make the study 

representative, not only of the individual populations investigated, but to explore whether 

this analysis can be applied to all pinniped species across the globe. Lascelles et al (2016) 

suggested that for seabirds, between 25-50 foraging trips were needed per data group 

population in order for the data to be sufficiently representative for that individual 

population, so we attempted to apply the same threshold to the pinniped data. 

114 data sets covering nine species and ten locations were compiled and split into eleven 

data groups defined as a population of a single species from a single breeding colony (Table 

1). All individuals were breeding females with exception of the Otago Peninsula data group 

which also included juveniles of unreported sex (Table 1). Data used were derived from 

ARGOS Platform Transmitter Terminals (PTTs) and Global Positioning System (GPS) data 

loggers. How the data were collected depended on the study, and the detailed methods 

differed. Generally, the data collection process involves an individual pinniped being caught 

and in some cases sedated, then being fixed with the data logger. Hereafter the animal is 

released and the tag will collect and transmit data for a given time until either the transmitter 

falls off, the battery expires or the animal is recaptured and it is taken off. Deployment time 

varied between a few days and several months. See Table 1 for references to the original 

data, which give full details of capture and deployment proceedings.  

Although the technological advances within the field of animal tracking have been great, 

there are still varying degrees of uncertainty surrounding the accuracy of recorded locations. 

Generally, GPS data is thought to be more accurate than ARGOS data (Costa et al., 2010; 



 

Patterson et al., 2013; Rutz & Hays, 2009). Recently however both GPS and ARGOS data 

in combination with specific filters and algorithms have been able to provide tracking data 

of good enough accuracy and resolution to allow detailed analyses of home ranges, foraging 

area and distributions (Costa et al., 2010; Lowther, Lydersen, Fedak, Lovell, & Kovacs, 

2015). The filters allow the exclusion of outliers and anomalous data points by assessing the 

error margin of location data. 

3.2 Data standardisation and processing  

Since data from different sources can vary in the way they have been processed, the data 

were subjected to standardisation (Appendix A) to ensure homogeneity within and between 

the sets as well as minimising bias due to sampling differences. All standardisation of data 

was carried out in RStudio (RStudio Team, 2015) using R version 3.3.1 (R Core Team, 

2016). 

All data were received in the format of time series of latitude and longitude data, with a 

timestamp and information on the identity of the tracked individual. Firstly, data were 

adjusted to ensure that erroneous data points were removed in order to decrease the ‘noise’ 

in the different data sets. Some data sets contained data points that had apparently recorded 

two locations at the exact same time. In order to avoid analysis problems these data point 

duplicates were removed. To eliminate data points that were quite clearly erroneous a speed 

filter was applied to the data using the speedfilter() function from the package Trip (Sumner, 

2016) in the R statistical environment (R Core Team, 2016). Filtering for speed enabled us 

to remove locations that require unrealistic swimming speeds to reach, by calculating speed 

between successive points. Contiguous sections with a root mean square (RMS) speed above 

a threshold speed have their highest RMS point removed, then RMS is recalculated, until all 

points are below the maximum (Sumner & Luque, 2016). The threshold was fixed as a 

maximum speed in kilometres per hour, which differed between species. The general 

consensus in the literature suggested a threshold of 3m s-1 (10.8 km h-1) for a variety of 

otariid species (Costa & Gales, 2000; Littnan & Arnould, 2002; Ream, Sterling, & Loughlin, 

2005; D. Thompson, Duck, McConnell, & Garrett, 1998). However deviations could be 

found (Boyd, Staniland, & Martin, 2002; Chilvers, Wilkinson, Duignan, & Gemmell, 2005) 

and analyses were adjusted accordingly (Table 2).  

. 
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Table 1. Summary information of all data groups included in the analysis. (*data set contained both females and juveniles of unreported sex). 

Latin name Colony Latitude Longitude Gender Number 

of seals 

Number 

of trips 

Logger 

type 

Deployment 

start 

Deployment 

finish 

Data 

Source 

Callorhinus ursinus St. Paul Island 57.25 -170.10 F 10 56 ARGOS 13/08/2010 05/10/2010 a 

Otaria flavescens Falkland Islands -51.39 -58.32 F 10 13 GPS 13/02/2014 26/02/2014 b 

Arctocephalus gazella Bird Island -54.00 -38.00 F 145 170 ARGOS 10/12/1995 

24/11/1996 

14/01/1998 

08/12/1998 

08/03/1996 

10/03/1997 

11/03/1998 

15/08/1999 

c 

Arctocephalus gazella Stromness Bay -54.20 -36.60 F 25 27 ARGOS 18/01/1998 01/03/1998 d 

Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus Kanowna Island -39.17 146.30 F 80 220 GPS 05/06/2006 

19/04/2007 

08/05/2008 

01/01/2009 

23/07/2010 

14/05/2011 

09/05/2012 

22/05/2013 

21/05/2014 

02/07/2015 

09/10/2006 

22/07/2007 

31/12/2008 

03/08/2009 

22/08/2010 

25/07/2011 

10/08/2012 

24/07/2013 

20/07/2014 

28/07/2015 

e 

Arctocephalus galapagoensis  Cabo Douglas -0.31 -91.65 F 19 47 GPS 13/03/2009 

09/03/2010 

01/11/2009 

22/03/2010 

f 

Zalophus wollebaeki Cabo Douglas -0.31 -91.65 F 23 40 GPS 10/03/2009 

30/10/2009 

05/03/2010 

31/03/2009 

05/11/2009 

30/04/2010 

g 

Zalophus wollebaeki La Loberia -1.22 -90.43 F 21 28 GPS 08/04/2009 

11/04/2010 

11/12/2009 

17/04/2010 

h 

Phocarctos hookeri Otago Peninsula -45.83 170.73 F* 20 96 ARGOS 07/04/2008 

30/03/2009 

12/04/2010 

21/05/2008 

13/05/2009 

18/05/2010 

i 

Phoca vitulina Glacier Bay 58.85 -137.10 F 15 28 ARGOS 11/09/2007 29/08/2008 j 

Arctocephalus pusillus pusillus Kleinzee -29.57 17.00 F 24 30 GPS 12/08/2014 

16/08/2015 

26/08/2014 

03/09/2015 

k 

Data Sources (unpublished unless otherwise noted): aDr. Carey Kuhn, bDr. Alastair Baylis, c+d(Boyd et al., 2002), e+kProf. John Arnould, f-hDr. Jana Jeglinski, i(Augé, 2010), 

jDr. Jamie Womble



 

 

Table 2. Maximum swimming speeds of eight species of otariid and one species of phocid in m s-1 and km h-1 

derived from published sources.  

Species Maximum speed Reference 

 m s-1 km h-1  

Callorhinus ursinus 3.0 10.8 (Ream et al., 2005) 

Otaria flavescens 3.0 10.8 (Thompson et al., 1998) 

Arctocephalus gazella 2.5 9.0 (Boyd et al., 2002) 

Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus 3.0 10.8 (Littnan & Arnould, 2002) 

Arctocephalus galapagoensis  4.0 14.4 (Horning & Trillmich, 1997) 

Zalophus wollebaeki 2.8 10.1 (Ponganis et al., 1990) 

Phocarctos hookeri 2.0 7.2 (Chilvers et al., 2005). 

Phoca vitulina 3.0 10.8 
(Van Parijs, Thompson, Tollit, 

& Mackay, 1997) 

Arctocephalus pusillus pusillus 3.0 10.8 (Littnan & Arnould, 2002) 

 

Data were recorded at differing time intervals from a few minutes to several hours. This 

could be caused by variation in the number of uplinks to satellites that the transmitter exhibits 

as a result of satellite or transmitter location in relation to each other (Stewart et al., 1989). 

Other factors include transmitter malfunction or failure, potential intermittent performance 

of solar-powered tags and varying frequency of surface time and dive time exhibited by 

different species (Boehlert et al., 2001) resulting in different frequencies and recording gaps. 

Some devices were also programmed to shut off when an animal was hauled out for periods 

in excess of a specified time, pre-determined by the data collector. In order to minimise the 

effect of large gaps in the data on analysis, such as overestimating the actual habitat 

utilisation during Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), the data were interpolated. The data 

were interpolated using the redisltraj() function from the adehabitatLT package in R 

(Calenge, 2006). This function re-discretized the movement paths in time with a regular step 

duration. This interpolation method uses linear interpolation, where a missing data point is 

estimated given the two existing data points adjacent to it. The step duration chosen was 60 

minutes in order to exclude gaps that were too large, while also avoid oversampling of the 

data (Adams & Flora, 2010; Cunningham et al., 2009). For the Phoca vitulina data set, an 

interval of six hours was chosen due to the much lower frequency of data points in this 

particular data group. The six hour interval was derived from estimating an average of length 

between data points over a 24 hour period. 
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Given the aim is to identify important marine areas, long haul out periods can result in 

disproportionate importance given to the colony location opposed to foraging habitats, thus 

it is necessary to remove them. This was done by calculating the Great Circle Distance in 

kilometres between the breeding colony and the relocations using the formula:  

Great Circle Distance = arccos(sin(Colony latitude) × sin(Relocation latitude) + cos(Colony 

latitude) × cos(Relocation latitude) × cos(Colony longitude – Relocation longitude)) × 6371 

These calculations were then used to create subsets of each dataset that excluded all data 

points within 10 km of the colony as this was believed to reliably exclude data points 

potentially obtained during haul-out on land. 

3.3 Data analysis 

3.3.1 Birdlife International script 

The overall aim was to evaluate whether the analytical approach used by Birdlife 

International to designate Important Bird and Biodiversity Areas (IBAs) could be applied to 

pinnipeds. The BirdLife International script used for this was presented and published by 

Lascelles et al (2016). In this study, this script was altered to eliminate bugs and fit the 

analysis to the pinniped data sets (Appendix B). The BirdLife International script was 

supported by a second script published by Lascelles et al (2016) containing specific functions 

that were necessary for the functioning of the BirdLife International script. For ease of 

understanding, any analysis using the altered BirdLife International Script will be referred 

to as the BI approach subsequently. The BI approach was implemented on the standardised 

data in R version 3.0.3 (R Core Team, 2016) using RStudio (RStudio Team, 2015). This was 

due to the specifications that each package in the Birdlife International R-script required to 

run. 

A defining characteristic of the BI approach which enhances its rigour and objectivity are its 

use of First Passage Time (FPT) to define the scale of behaviour for spatial analyses and an 

assessment of representativeness of the approach for the overall population. When applying 

this approach to pinnipeds, both of these elements were modified as described below. 



 

3.3.2 First passage time analysis and calculating Kernel smoothing 

parameters  

As their environment is not spatially uniform, animals do not interact with it in a linear and 

predictable way (Pinaud, 2008). This is important to consider when analysing tracking data. 

An animal may for example change its movement behaviour such as increasing turning rate 

and/or decreasing speed when it interacts with a heterogeneous environment and patchy 

resources within it (Pinaud, 2008), a behaviour called Area Restricted Search (ARS). 

Naturally animals will concentrate their behaviour towards areas with higher resource 

density in order to acquire the greatest amount of resources using as little energy reserves as 

possible (Bonadonna, Lea, Dehorter, & Guinet, 2001). To account for these heterogeneous 

movement patterns and to identify areas where foraging is likely to occur First Passage Time 

(FPT) analysis was used (Lascelles et al., 2016). This was essential as omitting this step 

would lead to problems further on in the analysis such as overestimation of habitat utilisation 

during Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) as pointed out by Pinaud (2008). FPT analysis 

estimates the time spent in an area by an animal by calculating the time taken for an animal 

to cross a circle with a given radius (Pinaud, 2008). The fpt function in the adehabitatLT 

package (Calenge, 2006) was used to calculate the FPT values for each trip within each data 

group. Inter-specific differences in behaviour required that different ranges of search scales 

were used for different species. The scales were 10 to 250 km at 5 km intervals for C. ursinus, 

A. gazella, O. flavescens, A. pusillus pusillus and A. pusillus doriferus, 1 to 30 km at 1 km 

intervals for P. hookeri, 5 to 250 km at 5 km intervals for P. vitulina, and 5 to 250 km at 2 

km intervals for Z. wollebaeki and A. galapagoensis (Lascelles et al., 2016). The mean ARS 

scale for the whole data group was subsequently used as that data group’s kernel smoothing 

factor (h value) to estimate home ranges in subsequent Kernel Density Estimation 

calculations (Lascelles et al., 2016).  

3.3.3 Identification of core use-areas and assessing representativeness 

KDE, a non-parametric method of estimating home ranges, was used to identify areas of 

core-use at the level of the individual animal and trip as recommended by Lascelles et al 

(2016), who pointed to several of the benefits of using KDE for definition of important areas, 

including its accuracy, accessibility, clarity and reliability (Lascelles et al., 2016). It can be 

considered one of the most efficient methods for estimating utilisation distributions of 
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animals (Seaman & Powell, 1996). This method is hugely popular in recent literature, and 

has been applied to a wide variety of tracking data and comparison studies (e.g. Chilvers, 

Amey, Huckstadt, & Costa, 2011; Hoskins, Costa, & Arnould, 2015; Lichti & Swihart, 

2011). KDE estimates the home range by placing a kernel or probability density over each 

telemetry location data point (Seaman & Powell, 1996; Walter, Fischer, Baruch-Mordo, & 

VerCauteren, 2011). Kernel Utilisation Distribution (UD) examines where an individual is 

most likely to be located at a given time whilst foraging, resting and engaging in other 

behaviours displayed on a daily basis (Burt, 1943; Johnston, Westgate, & Read, 2005). 

Kernel UD was estimated for each trip using the smoothing factor (h value), set a priori from 

the average ARS scale (see above), and the 50% isopleth was defined as the core-use area 

for each trip following Lascelles et al (2016). Although it is important to evaluate whether 

this boundary level is the most adequate for specific data groups, 89% of studies analysed in 

a 2008 meta-analysis of home range studies used the 50% isopleth to define core-use area 

(Laver & Kelly, 2008).  

Lascelles et al (2016) developed an approach to assess regularity of use of areas that we also 

adopted. The 50% UD of each trip was overlapped onto a 0.01 × 0.01° grid projected into a 

customized Lambert Equal-Area Azimuthal projection (Lascelles et al., 2016). It was 

assumed that a grid cell was in the core area of an individual trip if it intersected the 50% 

UD (Lascelles et al., 2016). To identify core-use areas where multiple trips co-occurred, a 

summary of how often each 0.01 × 0.01° cell was included in a core- use area of individual 

trips was used (Lascelles et al., 2016).  

Subsequently the representativeness of the tracking data sample of the whole population was 

assessed by investigating how core-area distribution changed with increasing sample size 

(Lascelles et al., 2016). This was important as usually a fraction of a total population is 

tracked and studied (Lascelles et al., 2016), since it would be logistically and monetarily 

unrealistic to study whole populations. Non-linear regression and bootstrapping were used 

to assess what proportion of locations not sampled were likely to be located within the 50% 

core-use areas estimated from sampled locations (Lascelles et al., 2016). This was done by 

taking 100 estimates of the inclusion value from the smallest sample size (n=1) to the total 

number of trips within the data group (Lascelles et al., 2016). Complete representativeness 

would be achieved when the resulting asymptote reached plateau, meaning that any 



 

increased sampling effort would do nothing but replicate distributions already covered and 

sampled (Lascelles et al., 2016). The maximum inclusion value possible is therefore a 

percentage of the estimated asymptote value. An inclusion value of less than 70% was 

considered to be not representative of the total population (Lascelles et al., 2016), thus 

inference could not be made for these data groups.  

The inclusion values obtained from the representativeness analysis were then used to assign 

the core-use threshold. The core-use threshold values used by Lascelles et al (2016) were 

adopted for our approach (Table 3). The core-use threshold describes the degree of overlap 

in individual 50% UDs used to define the important marine area (Lascelles et al., 2016). 

Correction factors were subsequently used, also based on the inclusion values. The 

correction factor value represents the percentage of the wider population that is then assumed 

to use a given important area, and could be used to calculate the number of pinnipeds of a 

whole population that would use an important marine area identified using the BI approach. 

To validate the correction factor values used by Lascelles et al (2016) for this study, we 

calculated the percentage of tracked animals using an important marine area by dividing the 

number of tracked individuals found within the important marine area identified by the BI 

approach with the total number of tracked individuals in that data group. This was done for 

each of the data groups. We calculated averages of these for each core-use threshold and 

compared these to the BI correction factors. 

Table 3. Summary of inclusion values, core-use threshold values and correction factor values presented by 

Lascelles et al (2016). 

Inclusion values/% Core-use threshold/% Correction factor 

>90 10 0.9 

80-90 12.5 0.75 

70-80 20 0.5 

<70% or n trips <15 NA NA 

 

3.3.4 Alternative spatial analysis methods 

The second aim of the study was to investigate how the areas identified using the BI approach 

would compare to areas identified by other spatial analysis methods. Habitat use was 

assessed using three other less complex methods widely applied in animal movement and 

tracking studies. After assessing the range of available literature, Minimum Convex Polygon 
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(MCP), a fixed Kernel Density Estimation (KDEh-ref) and Time Spent-in-Area (TIA) were 

selected. After assessing 46 home range and habitat use studies of pinnipeds published from 

1994-2015, 26 studies were found to have used KDE to estimate and outline either important 

areas, foraging areas or habitat use (Appendix C). Seven studies had utilised MCP whilst ten 

studies had used TIA. It is important to note that some studies used an approach that included 

more than one method, while some studies were found to use other methods not included in 

this study, such as Local Convex Hull analysis or presence/absence models. The assessed 

studies included a large number of pinniped species (16).  

MCP was chosen as it is one of the simplest approaches of estimating home ranges from 

tracking data, and has been used in a plethora of studies (e.g. Harris et al., 1990; Kelly et al., 

2010; Oksanen et al., 2015; Riet-Sapriza et al., 2013). In past studies MCP has often been 

used in combination with other methods to assess the reliability of MCP on its own in 

comparison to other methods of home range estimations (Burgman & Fox, 2003; Fieberg & 

Börger, 2012; Laver & Kelly, 2008; Nilsen, Pedersen, & Linnell, 2008). MCP simply 

estimates the range of an animal by connecting all outermost relocation data points with 

straight lines thus creating a convex polygon which encompasses all data points for a given 

individual (Mohr, 1947). This however also means that this method only assesses where an 

animal’s range is located, but completely ignores the frequency at which an animal uses 

given locations over time; areas with frequent visits are counted the same as areas with 

infrequent visits (Fieberg & Börger, 2012; Harris et al., 1990; Nilsen et al., 2008). Estimates 

can be biased depending on the shape of the given habitat and the sample size; bias increases 

as sample size increases (Burgman & Fox, 2003). MCP for the whole data set were estimated 

using the mcp() function from the AdehabitatHR package (Calenge, 2006), see Appendix D 

for further details. Identification numbers were specifically removed prior to analysis to be 

able to assess the polygon created by compiling the data, rather than assessing the minimum 

polygons for each individual. The 50% UD for each data group, which represents the 

smallest possible area that can be drawn connecting the outermost points of 50% of all data 

points, was used for further analysis.  

The second method chosen was estimating the UD using KDEh-ref. The main approach tested 

in this paper used the 50% KernelUD isopleth at the individual level to assess the regularity 

of use of an area, but in this approach KDE is used to describe the probability density for the 



 

whole population (Walter et al., 2011; Walter, Onorato, & Fischer, 2015). Furthermore, 

whilst the main approach used the mean group ARS value as the smoothing factor, a default 

reference bandwidth was used in the comparison method as a typical example of a fixed 

kernel method. There are several different distributions and kernel methods available, and 

the kernel height is dependent on the bandwidth selected (Walter et al., 2011). It is important 

to note that the choice of bandwidth depends on the characteristics of the data set to be 

analysed. The default bandwidth href was chosen because although there is a risk of over-

smoothing of the resulting home ranges particularly in multimodal data sets (Seaman et al., 

1999), it appears to be reliable in large data sets (>1000 data points), which is standard for 

many tracking data sets (Walter et al., 2011). The default bivariate normal kernel in 

AdehabitatHR (Calenge, 2006) was chosen as reference bandwidth, which is equal to: h = σ 

× n−1/6 where σ = 0.5 × (σx + σy), where σx and σy are the standard deviations of the x and 

y coordinates of the relocations (Calenge, 2015). The fixed kernel home range was analysed 

using the kernelUD() and getverticehr() functions from the AdehabitatHR package (Calenge, 

2006). KernelUD() estimates UD whilst getverticekr() deduces the home range using a 

specified isopleth, see Appendix E for further details. The 50% isopleth was chosen for each 

data group and used for further analysis.   

The third method that was applied to be compared to the main approach was TIA. TIA 

analysis divides the study area into a grid and assesses the time an animal has spent within 

certain grid cells in order to estimate habitat use (Soanes et al., 2015). The grid is arbitrary 

and user-defined, and depends on study species and the characteristics of the movement 

patterns observed. After reviewing studies using TIA identified in the literature assessment 

a grid size of 25×25 km was chosen. This was believed to allow for visualisation of fine-

scale movements whilst permitting for the identification of cohesive marine areas (Soanes 

et al., 2015). TIA was analysed using the tripgrid() function from the trip package in R 

(Sumner, 2016), see Appendix F for further details. The TIA grid was then exported as a 

shapefile and loaded into QGIS version 2.18.0 Las Palmas (Quantum GIS Development 

Team, 2016). The 50%UD was identified by ranking all cells produced in the TIA analysis 

in R by their frequency of use. The most frequently used cells from this ranking that 

contained 50% of all locations were selected and used to create a new spatial layer, which 

could be used for further analysis.  
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3.3.5 Comparison of spatial analysis methods 

The candidate site polygons produced in the BI approach and the 50% UD isopleth polygons 

produced in MCP, KDEh-ref and and TIA analyses were loaded into QGIS. The 50% UD was 

chosen for all three comparison analyses in order to produce a standard result, comparable 

to the area identified using the BirdLife script that had used the 50% KernelUD isopleth to 

assess the regularity of use. Furthermore literature suggests that the 50% isopleth or UD is 

considered to be the core area of an animal’s home range (Ford & Krumme, 1979; Soanes, 

Arnould, Dodd, Sumner, & Green, 2013).  

To allow for quantitative comparison, two steps were taken to analyse the sizes and overlaps 

of important marine areas identified by the four methods. Firstly the total size of area 

identified by each of the four methods was calculated. The overlap between all areas was 

identified using the Intersection function in QGIS version 2.18.0 Las Palmas (Quantum GIS 

Development Team, 2016). The area of the new layers created using the Intersection function 

were then calculated. The sizes of areas were then used to calculate the percentage overlap 

between the four spatial analyses using the formula: 

(
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑔𝑜𝑛
) × 100 = 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝 

Pairwise assessment of percentage overlap were calculated in both directions since areas of 

overlap were not necessarily equivalent. Maps were produced using GQIS version 2.18.0 

Las Palmas using coastline shapefiles from the public domain: Global Self-consistent, 

Hierarchical, High-resolution Geography Database (GSHHG) version 2.3.6 (Wessel & 

Smith, 1996) downloaded from http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/pwessel/gshhs/index.html. The 

polygons resulting from the four analyses were layered onto a heat map to allow for visual 

assessment of correspondence between original raw data and areas identified using the four 

methods. The heat map was produced in QGIS using the raw non-interpolated tracking data; 

however any data points within 10 km to the colony were removed.  

http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/pwessel/gshhs/index.html
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4 Results 

4.1 Identification of important marine areas using 

the BI approach  

The BI approach was used to analyse tracking data from 9 species at 10 locations between 

1995-2015. Eleven data groups were classified according to location and species (Table 1). 

Ten data groups were assessed as being representative of the wider populations (inclusion 

value=70%<), and were therefore classified as being representative enough to generate an 

important marine area candidate site as suggested by Lascelles et al (2016) (Table 4). The 

important marine area candidate sites were comprised of between one and five discrete 

polygons per data group, with a total of 23 polygons identified (Table 4). The Cape fur seal, 

Arctocephalus pusillus pusillus, data group from the Kleinzee colony was found to not be 

representative of the wider populations (Table 4), thus could not be used to generate a 

candidate site. 

Table 4. BI analysis summary for nine species of pinnipeds at ten locations. FPT-scales = Area Restricted 

Scales used to determine First Passage Time (FPT). VT= mean p-value calculated during the site fidelity test, 

which is used to detect pseudo-replication (p<0.25=pseudo-replication). ARS-scale=average ARS-scale used 

as h-value to define Kernel smoothing parameters. Inclusion value=Calculated percentage of the estimated 

asymptote determining representativeness of the sample. Polygons=Number of discrete polygons defined by 

the BI approach as being within the important marine area.  

Species Colony 
FPT 

scales 
VT 

ARS 

scale/km 

Inclusion 

value 
Polygons 

Callorhinus ursinus St. Paul Island 10,250,5 0.28 38.5 92.0 3 

Otaria flavescens Falkland Islands 10,250,5 1.00 20.0 80.1 2 

Arctocephalus gazella Bird Island 10,250,5 0.30* 40.0 99.0 1 

Arctocephalus gazella Stromness Bay 10,250,5 1.00 36.3 96.8 1 

Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus Kanowna Island 10,250,5 0.46 38.0 97.4 3 

Arctocephalus galapagoensis  Cabo Douglas 5,250,2 0.64 24.0 89.5 3 

Zalophus wollebaeki Cabo Douglas 5,250,2 0.79 18.0 89.1 3 

Zalophus wollebaeki La Loberia 5,250,2 0.53 15.7 93.6 1 

Phocarctos hookeri Otago Peninsula 1,30,1 0.50 1.7 96.3 5 

Phoca vitulina Glacier Bay 5,250,5 0.58 24.4 88.0 1 

Arctocephalus pusillus pusillus Kleinzee 10,250,5 1.00 21.8 31.2 0 

[*no VT value obtained, trials using p=0.2 and p=0.3 were run and no difference was detected. p=0.3 was used 

in subsequent analysis] 



 

The BI approach was used to successfully identify candidate sites for important marine areas 

for 10 out of 11 data groups analysed in the study (Figure 2). This suggests that the BI 

approach modified for this study can be used to identify important marine areas for 

pinnipeds. Combined, the analyses using the BI approach were able to identify 55022 km2 

of important marine areas (Table 6), which were important to pinnipeds. The areas identified 

using the BI approach clearly corresponded with areas with the highest density of raw data 

points in six out of ten analyses (Figures 3-12). 

 

Figure 2. Overview of important marine areas identified using the BI approach for 8 species of pinnipeds at 9 

locations (Table 4), Kleinzee data group is absent due to inability to generate candidate site. 

The percentages of individuals within a core-use area were calculated by dividing the 

number of tracked individuals within the important marine area by the total number of 
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tracked individuals for each data group were generally high, but displayed some variation 

across the groups (Table 5). The percentage of individuals within a core-use area for the 10% 

core-use threshold group was 86.4% (SD±13.4) and therefore slightly lower than the 

correction factor predicted by Lascelles et al (2016) for their 10% core-use threshold group 

(Table 5). The calculated percentage for individuals within a core-use area for the 12.5% 

core-use threshold group was 89.5% (SD±15.1) and therefore both slightly higher than for 

the 10% group in this study and much higher than Lascelles et al (2016) had found for their 

12.5% core-use threshold group (Table 5). 

Table 5. Assigned core-use threshold values, correction factor and percentage of individuals within core-use 

area for the 10 data groups where representativeness was >70% (1Arctocephalus galapagoensis, 2Zalophus 

wollebaeki). 

Colony 
Suggested correction 

factor 

Core-use 

threshold/% 

% of individuals within 

core-use area 

St. Paul’s Island 0.9 10.0 100 

Falkland Islands 0.75 12.5 90 

Bird Island 0.9 10.0 100 

Stromness Bay 0.9 10.0 92 

Kanowna 0.9 10.0 85 

Cabo Douglas1 0.75 12.5 100 

Cabo Douglas2 0.75 12.5 68 

La Loberia 0.9 10.0 71 

Otago Peninsula 0.9 10.0 70 

Glacier Bay 0.75 12.5 100 

 

4.2 Comparison of spatial analyses methods 

4.2.1 General patterns 

The overall trends in correspondence of the four spatial analysis methods to the location and 

density of original data were high. All four methods identified important marine areas very 

close to the colonies. There was however surprisingly high variability in the areas identified, 

both within and between the approaches when comparing the data groups. The size of marine 

important areas identified by the four different methods of spatial analyses varied greatly. 

MCP identified the largest size of total marine important area (Table 6). The total area 

identified using MCP was twice as large as the second largest total area identified using 



 

KDEh-ref, and almost five times as large as the total area identified using the BI approach. 

When assessing the size of areas identified at location level, MCP also produced the largest 

areas for six of the ten data groups (Table 6). At two locations, Stromness Bay and La 

Loberia, the BI approach produced larger areas than MCP. At Cabo Douglas TIA produced 

the largest area for Zalophus wollebaeki, and in Glacier Bay KDEh-ref produced the largest 

area (Table 6). TIA was the most conservative spatial analysis and produced the smallest 

mean and total size of important marine area (Table 5). Although KDEh-ref and the BI 

approach were the most similar, KDEh-ref identified more than twice the size of area than the 

BI approach did (Table 5). The BI approach was the second most conservative spatial 

method out of the four, and produced the second smallest mean and total size of marine 

important area (Table 6). KDEh-ref produced the second largest mean and total size of marine 

important area (Table 6).  

Table 6. Individual area, mean area and total area of important marine area in km2 identified using the BI 

approach, Minimum Convex Polygon (MCP), h-ref Kernel Density Estimation (KDEh-ref), and Time-spent-in-

Area analysis (TIA), 1Arctocephalus galapagoensis, 2Zalophus wollebaeki.  

 Method 

Location BI MCP KDEh-ref TIA 

St. Pauls Island 17061 32642 26264 11875 

Falkland Islands 3187 7192 2275 1250 

Bird Island 10015 191359 69121 10000 

Stromness Bay 8476 6373 5758 3125 

Kanowna Island 6820 14130 11771 3125 

Cabo Douglas1  3143 6492 5713 1250 

Cabo Douglas2 821 865 811 1250 

La Loberia 2086 768 613 625 

Otago Peninsula 74 611 325 625 

Glacier Bay 3339 8714 9679 4375 

Mean 5502 26915 13233 3750 

Total 55022 269146 132330 37500 
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4.2.2 Callorhinus ursinus at St. Paul’s Island, Alaska 

BI, KDEh-ref and TIA produced very similar areas at St. Paul’s Island in terms of both size 

(Table 5) and location (Figure 3). These three areas also corresponded to the areas of highest 

density of original data. MCP was the only analysis at this location was that different, and 

produced a much larger area with a very different shape from the other three analyses (Table 

6). Furthermore MCP did not classify the area of highest densities found to the south-west 

of St. Paul’s Island as important, whereas the other three analyses did include this in their 

areas (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of important marine areas identified using the BI approach (▬), MCP (▬), KDEh-ref 

(▬) and TIA (▬) at St. Paul‘s Island, Alaska (Colony=), based on the foraging behaviour of Callorhinus 

ursinus. Heat map displays the density of raw data points (low  high). 

  



 

4.2.3 Otaria flavescens at the Falkland Islands 

The four spatial analysis methods produced four quite different areas at the Falkland Islands 

(Figure 4). Areas identified by BI and KDEh-ref corresponded the most to the areas where the 

highest densities of original data points are found (Figure 4). The areas identified by BI and 

KDEh-ref were also very similar in size (Table 6). The MCP outline still broadly encompassed 

the area with the higher densities of original data points. MCP includes the areas of highest 

densities, but also includes a substantial area of lower densities (Figure 4). The area 

identified by MCP was also the largest (Table 6). The area identified by TIA is the most 

different to the other three areas. It included the area with the highest densities of original 

data points but the two high density areas to the north from the TIA identified area were not 

adjudged to be important by the TIA method. It was also the smallest area identified (Table 

6).  

 

Figure 4. Comparison of important marine areas identified using the BI approach (▬), MCP (▬), KDEh-ref 

(▬) and TIA (▬) in the Falkland Islands (Colony=) based on the foraging behaviour of Otaria flavescens. 

Heat map displays the density of raw data points (low  high). 
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4.2.4 Arctocephalus gazella at Bird Island, South Georgia 

The areas identified by BI and TIA at Bird Island in South Georgia were the most similar 

both in terms of location (Figure 5) and size (Table 6). They both included the area of highest 

density of original data points. The area identified by KDEh-ref also did this, however the area 

identified by KDEh-ref was almost seven times as large as the BI and TIA area (Table 6). 

Furthermore the KDEh-ref area included a substantial amount of marine area which has a low 

density of original data points as well as a large part of the South Georgia landmass (Figure 

5). The area identified by MCP was the most different to the other three methods. The MCP 

area was 19 times larger than the areas identified by BI and TIA and almost three times the 

size of the KDEh-ref area (Table 6). Although the MCP area included parts of the area of 

highest density of original data points, parts of the area with the highest density were not 

identified by MCP and substantial areas of low data point density area were included (Figure 

5).  

 

Figure 5. Comparison of important marine areas identified using the BI approach (▬), MCP (▬), KDEh-ref 

(▬) and TIA (▬) at Bird Island, South Georgia (Colony=), based on the foraging behaviour of 

Arctocephalus gazella. Heat map displays the density of raw data points (low  high).



 

4.2.5 Arctocephalus gazella at Stromness Bay, South Georgia 

At Stromness Bay, the important marine area identified by the BI approach generated the 

largest important marine area (Table 6). The outline of the BI area also corresponded well 

with the areas of higher density of original data points, as well as including the area of highest 

density (Figure 6). The areas identified by KDEh-ref and TIA were quite similar in location 

(Figure 6), but differed in size (Table 6). Both TIA and KDE areas also included the area 

with the highest density of original data points. The area identified by MCP again differed 

in location (Figure 6) and size (Table 6) from the areas identified by the other three methods. 

The MCP area also included the area with the highest density of data points, but did not 

identify the area between the colony and the area of highest density of original data points, 

which the other three methods included (Figure 6). None of the four analysis methods 

included the area found far northeast of South Georgia (Figure 6). The density heat map does 

indicate a relatively high density of original data points, so a proportion of seals use this 

area, however it was not identified as being important by the four spatial analysis methods.  

 

Figure 6. Comparison of important marine areas identified using the BI approach (▬), MCP (▬), KDEh-ref 

(▬) and TIA (▬) at Stromness Bay, South Georgia (Colony=), based on the foraging behaviour of 

Arctocephalus gazella. Heat map displays the density of raw data points (low  high).  
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4.2.6 Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus at Kanowna Island, Australia 

Some aspects of the areas identified by all four spatial analysis methods at Kanowna Island 

are similar, however mostly they are very different. Parts of the important marine area 

identified by the BI approach overlapped with the highest density of original data points 

(Figure 7). However areas of higher density southwest and northeast of Kanowna Island 

(Figure 7) were not adjudged to be important using the BI approach. Interestingly, the KDEh-

ref method included both the areas not classified by the BI approach (Figure 7), and as a result 

identified twice the size of area than the BI approach did (Table 6). TIA also identified the 

high density area southwest of Kanowna Island as important marine area, but did not include 

the high density area northeast of Kanowna Island (Figure 7). The TIA method identified 

the smallest size of important marine area around Kanowna Island (Table 6). The TIA areas 

were located in close proximity to the areas of the highest density of original data points but 

did not enclose them within its boundaries (Figure 7). MCP once again produced the largest 

size of important marine area (Table 6), however it included large areas with low density of 

original data points but did not include some areas with high density (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7. Comparison of important marine areas identified using the BI approach (▬), MCP (▬), KDEh-ref 

(▬) and TIA (▬) at Kanowna Island, Australia (Colony=), based on the foraging behaviour of 

Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus. Heat map displays the density of raw data points (low  high).  



 

4.2.7 Arctocephalus galapagoensis at Cabo Douglas, Galápagos Islands 

The areas identified by the BI approach and KDEh-ref based on A. galapagoensis foraging 

tracks at Cabo Douglas were most similar (Figure 8). However the size of the area identified 

by KDEh-ref was almost twice the size of the area identified by the BI approach (Table 6). 

The area identified by KDEh-ref managed to include all areas that had the highest density of 

original data points (Figure 8). The BI area also did so, however the high density areas further 

south from Cabo Douglas were not completely included in the areas identified by the BI 

approach and were placed adjacent to the areas of high density of original data points in the 

south (Figure 8). The size of the area identified by MCP was the largest of the four areas 

identified (Table 6), and did include the area to the north with the high density of original 

data points, however the high density areas further south were not adjudged to be important 

by the MCP method (Figure 8). The MCP area also included a large area where there was a 

relatively low density of original data points (Figure 8). TIA was the most conservative 

spatial method in this location, and identified the smallest important marine area of the four 

methods (Table 6). Similarly to the area identified by MCP it included the area with the 

highest density of data points but did not include the high density areas further south (Figure 

8).  

 

Figure 8. Comparison of important marine areas identified using the BI approach (▬), MCP (▬), KDEh-ref 

(▬) and TIA (▬) at Cabo Douglas, Galápagos Islands (Colony=), based on the foraging behaviour of 

Arctocephalus galapagoensis. Heat map displays the density of raw data points (low  high). 
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4.2.8 Zalophus wollebaeki at Cabo Douglas, Galápagos Islands 

The important marine areas identified using Z. wollebaeki tracking data at Cabo Douglas 

were quite similar for all four methods of spatial analysis and highlighted the coastal habitat 

used by this breeding population. The BI approach and KDEh-ref analysis each identified 

three separate main areas of importance (Figure 9). The area identified by KDE included all 

areas with the highest density of original data points (Figure 9). The area identified by MCP 

included two out of three areas with the highest density of original data points (Figure 9). 

The MCP area covered large amounts of land mass (Figure 9). The areas identified by TIA 

also included two out of the three areas with the highest density of original data points 

(Figure 9). TIA covered less landmass than MCP, but also included large areas of low density 

of original data points (Figure 9). The size of the areas identified by BI, KDEh-ref and MCP 

were similar, and TIA identified the largest size of important marine area (Table 6).  

 

Figure 9. Comparison of important marine areas identified using the BI approach (▬), MCP (▬), KDEh-ref 

(▬) and TIA (▬) at Cabo Douglas, Galápagos Islands (Colony=), based on the foraging behaviour of 

Zalophus wollebaeki. Heat map displays the density of raw data points (low  high).  



 

4.2.9 Zalophus wollebaeki at La Loberia, Galápagos Islands 

The important marine area identified by the BI approach was the largest at La Loberia (Table 

6). The area identified by the BI approach, whilst containing two of four areas of highest 

density of original data points, also included several areas of low density of original data 

points (Figure 10). The two areas identified by KDEh-ref included three of the four areas of 

highest density of original data points (Figure 10).  The area identified by MCP included two 

of the four areas of highest density of original data points but also covered areas of low 

density (Figure 10). The size of the important marine areas identified by KDEh-ref, MCP and 

TIA were very similar (Table 6).  

 

Figure 10. Comparison of important marine areas identified using the BI approach (▬), MCP (▬), KDEh-ref 

(▬) and TIA (▬) at La Loberia, Galápagos Islands (Colony=), based on the foraging behaviour of Zalophus 

wollebaeki. Heat map displays the density of raw data points (low  high).  
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4.2.10 Phocarctos hookeri at Otago Peninsula, New Zealand 

The important marine areas identified by the four methods of spatial analysis at Otago 

Peninsula were very different in size, shape and location. The BI approach identified five 

polygons but included only one of three areas of highest density of original data points 

(Figure 11). The small polygons that BI identified as being important marine area offshore 

to the east were located adjacent to an area of higher density of original data points (Figure 

11). It also identified the smallest total size of areas (Table 6). The KDEh-ref analysis 

identified three polygons as important marine areas, and was able to cover all areas with the 

highest density of data points (Figure 11). The most northern area identified by the KDEh-ref 

analysis indicated an area that appeared to have relatively low density of original data points 

(Figure 11). The size of important marine areas identified by MCP and KDEh-ref were very 

similar (Table 6). The MCP area included some areas with the highest density of original 

data points but did not identify some of the other areas of high density of original data points, 

and also included a large amount of land mass (Figure 11). The area identified by TIA 

included the offshore area with the higher density of data points but did not identify the 

coastal areas with the higher density as important areas. The TIA area also covers a large 

area with low density of original data points (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. Comparison of important marine areas identified using the BI approach (▬), MCP (▬), KDEh-ref 

(▬) and TIA (▬) at Otago Peninsula, New Zealand (Colony=), based on the foraging behaviour of 

Phocarctos hookeri. Heat map displays the density of raw data points (low  high). 



 

4.2.11 Phoca vitulina in Glacier Bay, Alaska 

The important marine area identified by the BI approach in Glacier Bay was the smallest 

area identified (Table 6). It included the main areas with the highest densities of original data 

points (Figure 12). Because of the complex nature of the habitat and the inshore movement 

behaviour exhibited by this breeding population, all four approaches included varying 

proportions of landmass within their boundaries. The BI area included some landmasses 

within its outline. The area identified by the KDEh-ref method was the largest in size (Table 

6) and appears to have included more land mass than water within its boundary (Figure 12). 

Similarly to the area identified by KDEh-ref, the area identified by MCP was rather large 

(Table 6) and included more land mass than water (Figure 12). Both the KDEh-ref and MCP 

area included the area with the highest density of data points, however the boundary of the 

MCP area cuts through one of the areas with high density of original data points and as a 

result does not include all of the high density area (Figure 12). The areas identified by TIA 

were the second smallest in total size (Table 6) but the TIA included two areas in the south 

that had a relatively high density of original data points, which the other three methods did 

not include (Figure 12). It also included the area with the highest density of original data 

points (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12. Comparison of important marine areas identified using the BI approach (▬), MCP (▬), KDEh-ref 

(▬) and TIA (▬) in Glacier Bay, Alaska (Colony=), based on the foraging behaviour of Phoca vitulina. 

Heat map displays the density of raw data points (low  high).  
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4.2.12 Comparison of overlap between the four methods 

Large variation of spatial overlap between areas identified by the four spatial analysis 

methods were found, and there is little consistency of trends to be seen between the methods. 

There was consistently more BI area found in MCP areas than MCP areas in BI areas, and 

there was great variation in the amount of overlap (Fig. 13a). There was more BI areas found 

in KDEh-ref areas than vice versa, and there were slight variations in amount of overlap, but 

the amount of overlap of BI areas in KDEh-ref areas was consistently relatively high 

(Fig.13b). There was more TIA areas found in BI areas than BI areas found in TIA areas, 

and the amount of overlap was highly variable (Fig 13c). There was more KDEh-ref areas in 

MCP areas than vice versa, and the amount of overlap of KDEh-ref into MCP was relatively 

high, whereas the amount of overlap of MCP into KDEh-ref areas was relatively low (Fig 

13d). There was more TIA area in MCP area than vice versa, and the amount of overlap of 

MCP into TIA did not exceed 50% (Fig 13e). There was more TIA area in KDEh-ref area than 

vice versa, and the amount of overlap was highly variable (Fig 13f). That there was 

consistently more of BI, KDEh-ref and TIA area in MCP area could be attributed to the size 

of important marine area identified using the MCP method. Since the MCP areas were by 

far the largest for six of the ten data groups (Table 6), the probability of BI, KDEh-ref and 

TIA area to be found within the MCP area was quite high.   



 

Figure 13. Comparison of percentage overlaps (a) BI vs MCP, b) BI vs KDEh-ref, c) BI vs TIA, d) MCP vs 

KDEh-ref, e) TIA vs MCP, f) TIA vs KDEh-ref).  
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5 Discussion 

The BirdLife International approach was shown to be able to successfully identify marine 

areas that are important to pinnipeds using tracking data. The BI approach was compared to 

three other methods of spatial analysis, MCP, TIA and KDEh-ref. These comparison methods 

were also able to identify areas of use by pinnipeds. Large variations in size, location and 

extent were found within and between the important marine areas identified by the four 

approaches. Given previous studies that also investigated tracking data and spatial analysis 

for the identification and recommendation of important marine areas for a variety of species 

including seabirds (Lascelles et al., 2016; Montevecchi et al., 2012), turtles (James, 

Ottensmeyer, & Myers, 2005), sharks and whales (Block et al., 2011) were able to 

successfully delineate critical habitats and important marine areas using their approaches, 

we can confidently conclude that the BI approach tested for its ability to identify important 

marine areas for pinnipeds can be useful for the designation and management of protected 

areas.  

5.1 The BI approach 

With over 55000 km2 of marine area identified as being important for pinnipeds, the BI 

approach could become useful in future MPA designation processes. Compared to the total 

marine area that is protected as of 2013, which is 2.85 million km2 (IUCN & UNEP-WCMC, 

2013), this area may seem small, however when considering that the median size of MPAs 

global is just 5 km2 (IUCN & UNEP-WCMC, 2013), the size identified using the BI 

approach for pinnipeds seems much more significant. The minimum size recommendation 

for MPAs given by the IUCN and UNEP is 3-13 km2 (IUCN & UNEP-WCMC, 2013), 

however this number can vary between studies depending on location, study species and 

scope of the MPA. Given that the total size of individual important marine areas identified 

for pinnipeds using the BI approach varied between 74-17061 km2, the size requirement has 

already been fulfilled. 



 

The percentages of individuals using a given core-use area that we were able to calculate 

from the results produced by the BI approach differed from the percentage of individuals 

that would be calculated using the correction factors suggested by Lascelles et al (2016). The 

average percentage of individuals using a given area found for the two groups of core-use 

threshold were very similar and the standard deviation was high, thus the two groups would 

overlap. The suggested correction factors used by Lascelles et al (2016) were calculated 

conservatively, which leads us to believe that the suggested correction factors used for 

seabirds would also be suitable to be used for pinnipeds. Future research would benefit from 

analysing more pinniped data groups to validate our findings and to delineate definitive 

pinniped-specific correction factors. A confident correction factor could be highly valuable 

for assessments of the use of certain areas during monitoring of MPAs and other critical 

areas by enabling quantification of the proportion of a breeding population that uses a given 

area. Continuous tracking of large marine predators can often be costly and logistically 

challenging (Hays et al., 2016; Hazen et al., 2012). Having other indicators of the ongoing 

use of a marine area by the protected target species would therefore alleviate some of these 

challenges. If scientists and decision-makers were able to predict the importance of an 

important marine area to a specific breeding population, this information may be able to 

strengthen the argument for continued protection of this given area. 

5.2 Comparison of spatial analysis methods 

5.2.1 Data groups, species and colony 

Inclusion values were generally high (80-99%), suggesting that the BI approach was 

representative of the wider population. Only the Kleinzee data group produced an inclusion 

value considering too low for sufficient representativeness. From that, it can be concluded 

that the BI approach is likely to generally be valuable for future pinniped spatial analyses, 

however this will still need to be assessed on a case to case basis. 

The BI approach appeared to work better for species and data groups that had long-distance 

movement and a widespread foraging range. Phocarctos hookeri at Otago, New Zealand are 

very coastal, with 2707 out of the 2745 data points recorded found within 50 km distance of 

the colony. This in itself could have resulted in problems for the spatial analyses in this 

study, as difficulties were previously encountered during analysis of this data set (A. Augé, 
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personal communication, 2016). One characteristic particular to this data set was that 

although P. hookeri at Otago Peninsula use Victoria Beach as their main haul-out location, 

they utilise several beaches within a 10 km radius of Victoria Beach for pupping and resting 

(Augé, Chilvers, Moore, & Davis, 2014). This contrasted with most of the other data groups 

where the pinnipeds had only a single on-shore location for pupping and resting. 

Furthermore it contrasts to the usual breeding patterns seen in seabirds (Matthiopoulos, 

Harwood, & Thomas, 2005), and given that the BI approach was developed with seabirds in 

mind, this could have impacted on the results from the Otago Peninsula analysis. Previous 

studies have identified that individuals of P. hookeri display strong foraging site fidelity and 

consistency of foraging trip characteristics between years of observation (Augé et al., 2014), 

thus the important areas identified are likely be of significant value, which is a similar 

conclusion to that reached by Augé et al (2014). Augé et al (2014) further pointed out that 

females in this very small population are of great importance, thus making the identified area 

of even greater potential value. It could be considered whether modifying the BI approach 

to allow for analysis using more than one specified colony location could improve on the 

areas identified.  

The Phoca vitulina data set from Glacier Bay was another data set that displayed a relatively 

high degree of coastal area use. Initially the data sets were characterised by one location per 

day per animal. When analysing these data the problem that arose was that the areas 

identified were mainly on land instead of marine areas. It was already expected that otariid 

data might respond more usefully to the BI approach than phocid data given the apparent 

differences in movement and foraging characteristics displayed by the two groups. 

Subsequently new data was acquired which contained more than once location per day per 

animal. These data enabled a more comprehensive analysis of the P. vitulina population at 

Glacier Bay and revealed more extensive habitat use patterns. Although female P. vitulina 

have been shown to exhibit foraging strategies similar to female otariids (Boness et al., 1994; 

P. M. Thompson, Miller, Cooper, & Hammond, 1994), the distances covered were much 

smaller than some of the otariid species data groups. In another study foraging trips were 

found to be up to 46 km from the pupping colony, with a maximum duration of 158 hours 

(P. M. Thompson et al., 1994). These patterns may however be localised trends rather than 

species-specific characteristics. Environmental conditions, prey availability and physical 

boundaries may all affect the foraging patterns of local populations, thus one should be 



 

cautious inferring assumptions on local trends on general conclusions. Unfortunately, the 

range of phocid data available for analysis was limited, so direct comparison of the 

performance of the BI approach on otariid versus phocids data remains inconclusive.  

Another significant factor that needs to be considered for the Glacier Bay data group is that 

the data was collected from individuals post-breeding seasons. The similarities of foraging 

patterns between seabirds and pinnipeds were expected to be the greatest during the lactation 

period, and the BI approach was developed primarily for nesting and breeding birds under 

central-place foraging constraints. P. vitulina do generally display a high degree of site 

fidelity; one study found that over the span of 14 years no harbour seals were observed 

hauling out further than 32 km from the site they were born (Härkönen & Harding, 2001). 

The site fidelity was shown to further increase with age for female P. vitulina (Härkönen & 

Harding, 2001). However they have also been shown to carry out long-distance movements, 

though without displaying a high degree of migratory pattern (Bonner & Witthames, 1974; 

Roffe & Mate, 1984).   

Another factor that was very different at Glacier Bay was the landscape characteristics of 

this particular study site. Compared to all the other sites, the Glacier Bay study system 

consisted of long shorelines with deep indentations and fjords. Although P. vitulina can 

utilise the waterways regardless of the lengths and complexity of the fjords, these may pose 

a problem for spatial analysis. For the purpose of spatial analysis, the division that the 

landmasses cause at this particular site could be equated to a fragmented habitat. The 

connectivity between habitats is often the cause of great limitation in habitat and home range 

studies (Richard & Armstrong, 2010). Normally the problem with habitat fragmentation in 

terms of spatial analysis is the often unknown effects that the spatial structure of boundaries 

can have on animal movement, as they may either facilitate or hinder movement from one 

habitat to another (Richard & Armstrong, 2010). This is not the case for the P. vitulina at 

Glacier Bay, as they would be able to swim around landmasses rather than cross them, but 

it may help explain the patterns that emerged during the spatial analyses compared in this 

study. Dwyer et al (2015) encountered similar problems. The home ranges of salt water 

crocodiles, Crocodylus porosus, identified using MCP and two kernel estimators also 

included large proportions of land (Dwyer, Campbell, Irwin, & Franklin, 2015). However 

they argued that valuable behavioural understanding can still be obtained even when 

unavailable habitat is included in the analysis (Dwyer et al., 2015). Although belonging to 
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two completely different classes of organisms, the switch between land-use and water-use 

could be considered comparable between crocodiles and pinnipeds. Therefore the 

conclusions about behavioural understanding made by Dwyer et al (2015) could also be 

considered representative for our findings. 

Two studies have explored methods to address the limitations that fragmented habitats on 

movement studies (Richard & Armstrong, 2010; Sawyer, Epps, & Brashares, 2011). Both 

studies explore the use of cost-distance modelling to explore landscape and habitat 

connectivity more efficiently than by looking at movement data alone (Richard & 

Armstrong, 2010; Sawyer et al., 2011). Richard & Armstrong (2010) explored the influence 

of landscape features on animal movements and Sawyer et al’s (2011) main aim was to 

explore the advantages and disadvantages of least-cost path analysis. Whilst these aims differ 

to what we were trying to achieve in this study, aspects of cost-distance modelling could be 

implemented to improve the results achieved from the spatial analyses tested in this study. 

Several of the data sets could benefit from modifying the applied approaches to recognise a 

difference between landmass and ocean, particularly the Glacier Bay and Cabo Douglas 

sites, where large proportions of landmass could be found within the boundary of the 

identified important marine areas. However most analyses did display some small overlaps 

of the identified important marine areas and landmass. Cost-distance modelling assigns 

values to different components of a landscape or habitat (Sawyer et al., 2011). The habitat is 

divided into grid cells, and each grid cells is assigned a hypothetical cost, so when the track 

of an animal subsequently moves across the grid cells these costs are accumulated (Sawyer 

et al., 2011). Using a least-cost-path algorithm, the path that accumulates the least cost can 

then be identified. Incorporating a modified version of a least-cost-path algorithm where 

land would be assigned a value infinitely more costly than ocean could potentially avoid 

including large landmasses in the spatial analysis methods explored in this study.  

Some problems were also encountered when analysing the Zalophus wollebaeki data groups 

at Cabo Douglas and La Loberia. Similarly to the Otago Peninsula data group, the Z. 

wollebaeki group from La Loberia had a very small foraging trip range. The maximum 

beeline distance for Z. wollebaeki from the colony was 57.9 km, and more than 83% of 

tracking locations were found within 20 km of the colony. When assessing the map (Fig. 

10.) it can be observed that the area identified using the BI approach had very little overlap 



 

with the areas most dense with raw data points. KDEh-ref was able to include most areas with 

high density of original data points compared to the three other approaches. KDEh-ref and the 

BI approach produced the largest important marine areas at La Loberia, which could be 

explained by the way KDEh-ref and BI analyse the distribution of data points. KDEh-ref 

particular is known to over-smooth data as it assumes that the data has a bivariate 

distribution, thus assigning high variance to data even though it is closely distributed around 

more than one mode (Kie, 2013). This eventually results in inflation of the estimate of 

important marine area (Kie, 2013).  

An interesting observation that could be made was the different important marine areas 

identified for the two sympatric species in this study. The Galápagos fur seal and sea lion 

data groups from Cabo Douglas share one environment, but our analyses identified two sets 

of very different important marine areas across all four approaches. Cabo Douglas is the 

main colony found on Isla Fernandina, and was the main point of departure and return of 

Arctocephalus galapagoensis (Figure 8), whilst Z. wollebaeki utilised Cabo Douglas as well 

as two other locations on Fernandina (Figure 9). A. galapagoensis furthermore used one 

location on Isla Isabela, located to the east of Isla Fernandina (Figure 9), whereas Z. 

wollebaeki was not found here at all (Figure 8). Z. wollebaeki appeared to be much more 

coastal, whereas A. galapagoensis could be found foraging further offshore, thus the 

important marine areas found for each data group reflected these different movement 

patterns. This gives confidence that the approaches can discriminate essential habitat and 

between species-specific movements, which is essential when attempting to find an 

overarching approach that is applicable to a large range of species. These findings are 

identical to those of a study by Páez-Rosas et al (2012). Páez-Rosas et al (2012) attributed 

the foraging differing patterns to the prey that each of the species rely most on. Z. wollebaeki 

was found to feed mainly on epipelagic fish, whereas A. galapagoensis prey on small squid 

(Páez-Rosas, Aurioles-Gamboa, Alava, & Palacios, 2012). The dietary niches of A. 

galapagoensis and Z. wollebaeki have been found to not overlap, which could also be 

attributed to the times at which the two species hunt for prey; A. galapagoensis feeds during 

the night, whilst Z. wollebaeki feeds during the day (Dellinger & Trillmich, 1999).   
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5.2.2 Size and range 

Comparisons showed that there was a difference in the size and range of the identified areas 

between methods for the different data groups. Areas identified by MCP analysis were the 

largest for six of the ten data groups. Boyle et al (2009) reported that MCP provided smaller 

estimates than kernel estimators when sample size was smaller, when estimating home 

ranges of northern bearded saki monkeys, Chriropotes satanas chiropotes, and comparing 

the accuracy and size of MCP and adaptive and fixed kernel estimators (Boyle, Lourenço, 

Da Silva, & Smith, 2009). Barg et al (2005) found that MCP consistently provided larger 

area estimates when comparing the performance of MCP to traditional kernel estimators 

using migratory passerine observational data (Barg, Jones, & Robertson, 2005). Since MCP 

delineates areas by connecting the outermost location data points with lines (Mohr, 1947) it 

is unlikely that the difference in data collection and species between this study and the 

studies conducted by Boyle et al (2009) and Barg et al (2005) underlie this consistent 

observation of MCP performance. TIA estimated the smallest area in six out of ten data 

groups. What is noticeable is that the four data groups where it did not produce the smallest 

important marine area were the four very coastal data groups. A major factor that could 

explain this relationship is the small scale of movement that the groups at Cabo Douglas, La 

Loberia, Otago Peninsula and Glacier Bay displayed. Surprisingly enough, even though the 

Glacier Bay data group was very coastal in terms of the distance from land, the Phoca 

vitulina individuals tracked for this data set did still cover an extensive section of coastline. 

For this data group TIA actually generated the most comprehensive outline of marine 

important area, as it was able to include two locations that were completely omitted by the 

three other methods. This perhaps indicates that the scale of foraging range has greater 

impact on the analyses methods than the type of behaviour itself. 

One of the major factors that could have contributed to this is the size of grid cells chosen 

for the TIA analysis. In order to be consistent, the same grid cell size (25×25 km) was chosen. 

Since there is currently no standard method available for determining grid cell size in this 

type of analysis (Maxwell et al., 2011), different grid cell sizes were trialled during 

preliminary analysis to decide which grid size would be the most comprehensive fit for all 

data groups. The preliminary analyses revealed that for data groups with extensive foraging 

ranges, small grid cell sizes resulted in important marine areas being represented by a high 



 

number of discrete polygons with highly irregular outlines. Increasing grid cell size made 

the outlines of the important marine areas identified by TIA much more regular and simpler 

to interpret. The final choice was made to encompass the different data groups in the most 

appropriate way, where small-scale habitat use was still visible and over-smoothing was 

avoided in most data groups (Maxwell et al., 2011; Womble & Gende, 2013). There is 

however a trade-off when deciding on one grid cell size for a multitude of data groups. The 

chosen grid cell size may have been too large for coastal populations with smaller foraging 

ranges, resulting in too high a degree of over-smoothing. The large grid cell size is 

particularly noticeable at Cabo Douglas, La Loberia and Otago Peninsula, and when visually 

inspecting the maps (Fig. 9-11) one can see, that the large grid size results in the inclusion 

of large areas of ocean that displayed low density of original data points. If a smaller grid 

cell size were to be used for small range, coastal data groups, finer-scale movement would 

perhaps become visible and the resulting analysis would be more refined. This could perhaps 

improve on the utility of the TIA identified important marine areas. This should be taken 

into consideration in future studies, and it could be discussed whether individual grid cell 

sizes should be applied to each data group or whether it would be possible to apply a more 

formal analysis of grid cell size selection, based on the discussion above. 

5.3 Method application and use 

Important marine areas identified by the four methods of spatial analyses used in this 

approach were compared in terms of size and overlap. However it is also important to make 

an evaluation not just in terms of output directly, but also their usefulness for the protection 

of important marine areas for pinnipeds in a management context. 

The Birdlife International approach was perceived to be the most complex approach of the 

four spatial analyses used in the study. The BirdLife approach uses an array of functions and 

processes in the R statistical environment, and thus results in an extensive script and method. 

This can be helpful and means that the analysis is very detailed, however it can also present 

drawbacks and result in difficulty of application. As a positive, some of the incorporated 

functions such as assessing representativeness for the wider population, applying the ARS 

scale to determine the smoothing factor of the density kernels, as well as the test developed 

to assess the degree of pseudo-replication (Lascelles et al., 2016) result in more objective 

analyses and the removal of potential error sources. A problem that is often encountered is 
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the subsequent failure of management of protected areas when the initial establishment phase 

has finished (Agardy et al., 2011). The ability to assess representativeness of a study for a 

wider population could potentially aid in the decision-making process when study results are 

being used for management decisions.  

The drawback of recommending such a complex approach is the time and expertise needed 

to carry out the analysis. Finance and expertise are often the limiting factor in conservation 

projects (Gleason et al., 2010). Depending on the scale of the conservation project that is to 

be undertaken, these factors can have big impacts on the success. R is an extensive, open-

source software widely used for analyses in many disciplines, and the use of R has been 

highly encouraged (Tippmann, 2015). It can however be very complex to use as a software 

beginner, so if this approach is to be used in a project it needs to be taken into consideration 

that this type of computational expertise is needed. Whereas R is easily accessible since it is 

an open-source platform, it does not necessarily mean that everyone can easily use it, and 

the disadvantage of the BI approach is that it is written to be used in the R statistical 

environment. The advantage of using the MCP, KDEh-ref and TIA analysis methods is that 

they are not so platform dependent as the BI approach is. These three methods could also be 

used in for example QGIS, which is another open-source platform. In a study that had a 

similar aim to this study Tancell et al (2013) compared methods of identifying key marine 

areas using seabird tracking data. They came to similar conclusions regarding software use 

and agreed that the R statistical environment does in some cases require greater 

computational proficiency than some other methods that use simple spreadsheets (Tancell, 

Phillips, Xavier, Tarling, & Sutherland, 2013).  

Subjectivity and choices represent the biggest problems that were encountered using MCP, 

TIA and KDEh-ref. There were several aspects of these methods that require the user to choose 

factors and make arbitrary decisions which can be a potential source of bias. TIA appears to 

be a good measure of how animals utilise their habitat over time and has been used in an 

array of movement studies (Soanes et al., 2015, 2013; Tancell et al., 2013; Warwick-Evans 

et al., 2015). By incorporating a temporal scale as well as a spatial scale we are able to draw 

more precise conclusions from TIA findings (Fieberg & Börger, 2012). TIA however 

requires the user to decide on the grid size which is to be used in the analyses. There are 

different non-standardised methods of deciding on the grid size, but ultimately they are all 



 

user-determined. Furthermore, what can prove difficult is when the user wants to apply a 

single analysis approach across multiple data groups as was the case in this study. Pinnipeds 

can range from being very coastal and restricted in their range to large, migratory, pelagic 

movement patterns. Thus deciding on a grid cell size that will successfully represent 

individuals across groupings with such characters may be difficult, and grid size will affect 

representativeness of the data (Soanes et al., 2015). An example of this is the Arctocephalus 

gazella data group from the Stromness Bay colony. During preliminary analysis the site was 

analysed using a grid cell size of 10×10 km, 25×25 km and 50×50 km respectively. When 

analysing the size of the area, the 10×10 km grid cell size resulted in a total area of 2000 

km2, whereas the 25×25 km grid cell size resulted in a total area of 2500 km2. The 5050 

km2 grid cell size resulted in the biggest total area of 7500 km2, which was more than three 

times the size of important marine area identified using TIA at Stromness Bay than the 

smallest grid cell size was able to identify. This does prove that grid cell sizes do need to be 

carefully considered prior to beginning the analyses, as well as keeping in mind that the 

results derived from such analyses can greatly over- or underestimate areas of habitat use. 

Apart from affecting representativeness of data, grid size can also complicate or simplify 

management application. It can be argued that larger grid sizes can simplify the outline of 

an area identified. An advantage of important marine areas created using larger cell grid 

sizes would generate areas of interconnected grid cells with straight boundaries, which 

ultimately would be easier to enforce. Smaller grid cell sizes would likely result in more 

accurate and fine scale identification of areas (Soanes et al., 2015). The identification of a 

more fragmented important area rather than one big area is possible, which can make them 

more difficult to designate and police, as the design of already established MPAs often 

struggles to ensure connectivity between adjacent patches of important marine area (Agardy 

et al., 2011). Soanes et al (2015) came to the similar conclusion that although smaller grid 

cell sizes are better for assessing fine-scale movements and habitat use, larger grid cell sizes 

would be better for application to marine spatial planning and management. One of the main 

problems with the governance of MPAs, particularly in offshore regions, is enforcement. 

This is because offshore enforcement can be legislatively challenging and expensive (Game 

et al., 2009). Complicated and complex shapes of protected areas could further aggravate 

this problem. 
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Absence of a temporal scale is one of the drawbacks that was found using MCP compared 

to the other methods. Although MCP is able to simply delineate the home range of an animal, 

it is less useful for investigating the relative importance of particular parts of a home range. 

MCP estimates the range of an animal by connecting all outermost relocation data points 

with straight lines (Mohr, 1947). The resultant convex polygon contain all data points for a 

given individual or group of individuals if the 100% UD is used (Mohr, 1947). It does 

however not assess the frequency that with which an animal uses areas within this convex 

polygon, nor the extent to which an animal stays in these areas over time (Burgman & Fox, 

2003). We used the 50% UD, which delineates the smallest area encompassing 50% of 

locations. However since this does not account for time spent in particular locations it may 

miss smaller, frequently used hotspots. This effect was particularly apparent when looking 

at the MCP area at St. Paul’s Island (Figure 3), where the highest density of data points was 

found outside the boundary of the MCP area. Therefore, we can successfully outline the 

maximum extent of an animal’s movement patterns but less so the smaller-scale patterns of 

habitat use within the home range. And although the outer extent of an animal’s habitat use 

can prove important when aiming at shaping regulations and policies, it does pose the risk 

of assigning importance to areas that an animal has visited once by chance but does not 

frequent on a regular basis, as well as including areas that fall under the polygon but the 

animal has never visited (Burgman & Fox, 2003; Harris et al., 1990). Another problem 

associated with MCPs is that the size of the polygon, which would effectively be the area 

used by the animal, increases as sampling duration increases (Fieberg & Börger, 2012). 

Soanes et al (2013) found that TIA analysis of kittiwake and shag tracking data showed 

similar trends to that shown by MCP does as sampling duration increases. However the 

number of shags and kittiwakes needed to predict the 95% home range decreased as the 

number of trips included in the sample increased (Soanes et al., 2013). Given that some 

pinniped tag deployments can have durations of several months, the effect of increased 

sampling duration on MCP, TIA and KDEh-ref analysis may mitigate against sample size 

problems.  

Compared to MCP, KDEh-ref takes more factors into account, thus is able to be used to 

analyse more details about an animal’s home range such as identification of core-areas and 

resource selection (Nilsen et al., 2008). Similarly to TIA, Kernel estimation incorporates 

frequency of area use as the another dimension of the analysis, which gives it an advantage 



 

compared to MCP which does have this component. The frequency is highly important when 

investigating core-use areas of foraging ranges (Börger et al., 2006), as it makes a big 

difference whether an animal has frequented an area once or uses it regularly. It is highly 

likely that areas that are used regularly will be of greater importance to the individual than 

areas it frequents rarely. Kernel methods are based around the assumption that the degree of 

location aggregation provides information about how space is used differently within the 

home range of an animal (Katajisto & Moilanen, 2006). Since Kernel estimates tests the 

probability density of a variable (Walter et al., 2011), probabilistic methods such as KDEh-

ref used in this study are therefore able to provide a more realistic view of an animal‘s habitat 

use compared to MCP (Katajisto & Moilanen, 2006). The disadvantage of kernel methods 

is that the user still has to decide which kernel smoothing factor the analysis should use. We 

used a fixed kernel method which uses the default bandwidth h-ref as it has shown to be 

reliable in large data sets (>1000 data points) (Walter et al., 2011), which was the case for 

all data groups analysed in this study. However Seaman et al (1999) did point out that over-

smoothing may occur when using KDEh-ref for multimodal data sets, i.e. data sets that have 

multiple hot spot areas, which is the case for the tracking data used in this study. The 

smoothing factors (h-values) used in the BI and KDEh-ref approaches greatly differed (Table 

7). The patterns observed in the differing h-values could explain some of the spatial patterns 

that we could observe in the KDEh-ref areas identified. The h-values for the KDEh-ref analyses 

at the Falkland Islands, La Loberia, Otago Peninsula and the two data groups at Cabo 

Douglas were relatively small compared to the other KDEh-ref h-values (Table 7). These were 

also the data groups where the area identified by KDEh-ref corresponded the closest to the 

areas with the highest densities of original data points (Figures 4,8-11). Therefore it is 

reasonable to conclude that over-smoothing may have affected the size and range of 

important marine areas identified using KDEh-ref in this study. Although the h-values of the 

BI approach and KDEh-ref differed and over-smoothing by KDEh-ref may have affected our 

analyses, the areas identified by KDEh-ref corresponded closely to areas identified using the 

BI approach in terms of location. But since the h-values used by the BI approach were much 

smaller whilst generating useful candidate sites, it can be concluded that using the average 

ARS scale as the smoothing factor is better suited for the data groups used in this study and 

validates the need for data group specific values. Wauters et al (2007) investigated the 

performance of density and linkage estimators in small range data sets with small sample 

size using red squirrel, Sciurus vulgaris data. They highlighted that many studies do not 
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address the over-smoothing and suggested that over-smoothing can be avoided if the average 

ratio of h-lscv/h-ref is applied as a multiplier of h-ref to create a new adjusted bandwidth, 

where h-lscv is the bandwidth produced by calculating the smoothing factor with least 

squares cross validation (Wauters, Preatoni, Molinari, & Tosi, 2007). These and other 

approaches to define h increase complexity of analysis and our aim in this study was to 

minimise complexity. It could be argued that the shapes of the area identified by KDEh-ref at 

Bird Island (Figure 5) and Glacier Bay (Figure 12) are a result of over-smoothing, and would 

perhaps have benefitted from an adjusted bandwidth calculation. However it also highlights 

that the BI approach, which assesses regularity of use of an area at the individual level may 

result in more comprehensive important marine areas than when analysed with KDEh-ref, 

which assesses regularity of use of an area at the population level. 

Table 7. Smoothing factors (h-values) obtained from the BI and KDE analysis for ten data groups 

(1Arctocephalus galapagoensis, 2Zalophus wollebaeki). 

Colony BI KDEh-ref 

St. Paul Island 38.54 24473.87 

Falkland Islands 20.00 8490.23 

Bird Island 40.04 81056.08 

Stromness Bay 36.33 17229.98 

Kanowna Island 38.00 11719.70 

Cabo Douglas1 24.04 12587.09 

Cabo Douglas2 18.00 5148.57 

La Loberia 15.67 3997.59 

Otago Peninsula 1.71 3337.66 

Glacier Bay 24.38 21007.48 

 

5.4 Management recommendations and conclusion 

Overall, spatial data on the movement and habitat use of marine mammals are greatly useful 

and can be highly recommended for a variety of conservation and management purposes. 

For example, tracking data has been able identify key areas important to leatherback turtles, 

Dermochelys coriacea, to highlight areas that need priority attention for protection to 

decrease the impact of turtle-fisheries interactions and entanglement (James et al., 2005). 

Analysing a combination of tracking data, oceanographic data and fish biomass density 

highlighted the risk of a potential ecological trap threatening the endangered African 



 

penguin, Spheniscus demersus (Sherley et al., 2017). Investigating the foraging areas of 

South American sea lions, Otaria flavescens, highlighted the large spatial overlap between 

important O. flavescens foraging areas and Uruguayan fisheries, which could be vital 

information for fisheries management and the protection of the declining population of O. 

flavescens (Riet-Sapriza et al., 2013). 

Studying the habitat use and movement patterns of marine apex predators not only generate 

biologically valuable information, but the results can often be highly valuable for large-scale 

conservation and protection projects. One term that frequently emerges when discussing 

marine conservation is Marine Spatial Planning (MSP). MSP is a framework which allows 

for organisation of marine users and uses and the interaction between those (Ehler & 

Douvere, 2009). This is achieved by analysing and allocating spatio-temporal distribution 

marine activities whilst incorporating other aspects such as conservation and protection 

frameworks as well as conflict mitigation (Ehler & Douvere, 2009; Foley et al., 2010). MSP 

has increasingly become important for ocean management, and focus has very much shifted 

towards ecosystem-based management, in which MSP plays a crucial role (Douvere, 2008). 

As MSP analyses spatio-temporal use of the ocean, knowledge of the foraging area and 

habitat use patterns of marine apex predators such as pinnipeds is important and has already 

seen some successes such as was the case with the study investigating the spatial overlap of 

O. flavescens foraging areas and Uruguayan fisheries by Riet-Sapriza et al (2013). Tracking 

data from Phocarctos hookeri at Otago Peninsula, New Zealand, which is the same breeding 

population that was assessed in this study, were analysed and a high degree of foraging site 

fidelity was found (Augé et al., 2014). Augé et al (2014) discussed the implications that this 

pronounced site fidelity could have for the breeding population of P. hookeri and noted that 

fisheries could potentially have adverse effects on this particular breeding population. The 

study further suggested that future research should include the study of overlap between P. 

hookeri foraging areas and fishing areas (Augé et al., 2014), which could provide valuable 

input to MSP. These examples highlight the role of tracking of large predators in marine 

conservation and the need to include multiple species. This is important, as we need to 

consider that habitat use of these apex predators is not necessarily the same and may be 

complimentary. Indeed there is evidence for resource competition between seabirds and 

pinnipeds that lead them to have segregated foraging areas (Barlow et al., 2002). 
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The BirdLife International approach can be recommended for analysing tracking data not 

just to identify important marine areas for seabirds but pinnipeds as well. Exploring the 

viability of spatial analysis for conservation of pinnipeds is less about defining one approach 

as the gold standard for the identification of conservation areas for pinnipeds, and more about 

careful identification of available information and determination of clear, pre-defined 

conservation aims and objectives. As Fieberg and Borger (2012) pointed out, the goal should 

never be to find the “best” home range estimator, but instead to find the best approach suited 

for the questions asked (Fieberg & Börger, 2012). This highlights the importance of defining 

the questions and goals of a project prior to starting the process. There have been several 

examples of conservation projects which have failed because project aims have been vague 

or underestimated, as well as the neglect of the importance of gathering the right information, 

rather than the quantities (Agardy et al., 2011). 

Here we applied this principle to evaluate the four methods of spatial analysis against each 

other. Although MCP analyses can provide important information to investigate the home 

ranges of animals and has traditionally been used in home range studies (Harris et al., 1990), 

several authors suggest that MCP is a method that should not be used in many ecological 

studies (Barg et al., 2005; Nilsen et al., 2008). It produced significantly larger areas for six 

of the ten data groups in this study and it can be argued that this method could lead to 

misinterpretation of the area needed for conservation purposes with consequent problems 

for policy and enforcement. MCP is perhaps better suited to delineate areas where a target 

species is present or absent, rather than delineating important marine areas, as we believe 

the analysis that MCP is based on is not comprehensive enough for this purpose. TIA and 

KDEh-ref would be better suited to answer the questions asked in this study, as both these 

methods are able to delineate more comprehensive areas based on spatio-temporal data 

taking both these dimensions into account, thus not omitting factors which are important for 

the biological and ecological interpretation of results. However the subjectivity problems of 

choosing either grid cell size for TIA or kernel bandwidth for KDEh-ref respectively still have 

the potential to introduce bias. This bias could lead to the delineation of important marine 

areas that are either too large or in the wrong place, which could create problems for policy 

and enforcement. One problem that conservation projects often face is disagreement between 

different stakeholders. Groups such as fishermen, resource extraction companies or tourism 

representatives will often protest against large areas being converted into conservation zones 



 

as they view it as a restriction on their ability to support their livelihood (Agardy et al., 2011). 

Furthermore if it later emerges that the method used to delineate the area in question is 

inaccurate, it can seriously damage the reputation of the whole conservation project and 

undermine any conservation measures taken in the future. 

Using the BirdLife International approach to delineate important marine areas for pinnipeds 

could greatly benefit from parallel development of a criterion set to denote the importance 

of proposed candidate sites for pinnipeds in adjacent land areas used as breeding colonies or 

haul-out spots. These criteria might for example incorporate metrics of the numbers of 

individuals, breeding populations or species using particular habitats. In the case of seabirds, 

the metrics at sea are calculated as extensions based on qualifying metrics from colonies on 

land (Lascelles et al., 2016). This can apply to pinnipeds but will not be useful for other 

groups such as cetaceans.  

There is already work being done by the Marine Mammal Protected Areas Task Force 

(MMPATF) and the International Committee on Marine Mammal Protected Areas 

(ICMMPA) to establish criteria that would classify Important Marine Mammal Areas 

(IMMAs). IMMAs are defined as “discrete areas of habitat, important for one or more marine 

mammal species, which have the potential to be managed for conservation“ (IUCN-

MMPATF, 2016). It has been suggested that IMMAs should be modelled on experiences 

with taxa-specific designation of important areas such as the Important Bird Area (IBA) 

designation process by Birdlife International (Corrigan et al., 2014). A report published by 

the MMPATF (2016) further highlights proposed selections of criteria to delineate IMMAs 

which can provide important information to international conservation tools such as 

Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) (IUCN-MMPATF, 2016). The constraint of the 

BI approach for IMMA delineation is posed by the fact that it is specifically tailored to be 

usable for organisms under central-place foraging constraints. IMMAs would also include 

cetaceans and other groups of organisms that are not under central-place foraging 

constraints, therefore it is likely that other approaches would be needed in order to be able 

to contribute useful information to IMMAs. The development of internationally accepted 

IMMA criteria could greatly add to the interpretation of ecological significance of important 

marine areas for pinnipeds identified by the BI approach and focus attention not only on the 

marine areas that pinnipeds use for foraging, but could also help protect the colonies which 

are essential for pinnipeds during breeding, moulting and nursing.  
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The areas identified by the BI approach worked and apparently gave a good representation 

of the important areas used by pinnipeds from a specified breeding population. For 

management purposes however, it could be argued whether it would be beneficial to take 

these areas, and further modify them to make them simpler, in order to avoid overly 

complicated shapes and boundaries. Perhaps a suggestion would be to oversimplify the areas 

into straight lines, and make decisions on whether adjacent smaller polygons identified can 

either be totally excluded or added to the main polygon, so that there is only a single discrete 

identified area. The BI analyses at St. Paul’s Island, Kanowna Island and Otago Peninsula 

(Figure 3,7,11) identified several smaller polygons. Their significance however is not 

completely clear, so perhaps excluding these very small areas would have little impact on 

the pinnipeds but great benefits for management.  

One method that has been recommended to simplify the shape of polygons identified as 

important areas is the use of Maximum Curvature Analysis (MCA). This approach has been 

discussed in several previous studies (O’Brien, Webb, Brewer, & Reid, 2012; Ronconi, 

Lascelles, Langham, Reid, & Oro, 2012), and has also been used for boundary delineation 

of Special Protected Areas (SPAs) promoted by the Joint Nature Conservation Committee 

(JNCC) (Joint Nature Conservation Committee, n.d.-a, n.d.-b). The argument supporting use 

of this method is that kernel density estimates provide a relative scale of density, as it also 

includes areas without any data, and no clear threshold distinguishing between high and low 

densities or organisms is provided (Joint Nature Conservation Committee, n.d.-b). MCA 

seeks to eliminate this by assigning a threshold density value indicating the relationship 

between the disproportionate increase of area that would have to be included in the analysis 

in order to show a significant larger population of organisms to be included within the 

boundary (Joint Nature Conservation Committee, n.d.-b). The requirements for the MCA are 

a well-defined study area to exclude any areas with no data, as the analysis can be impacted 

by the size of total study area (O’Brien et al., 2012), a pre-defined grid and a measure of 

density. Any cells above the threshold value are then included within the boundary (O’Brien 

et al., 2012). An advantage of the BI approach is that it already incorporates measures 

analogous to MCA to mitigate the chance of multiple polygons being identified as candidate 

sites.  



 

In conclusion, the BI approach can successfully identify important marine areas for 

pinnipeds and should be considered for use to support conservation and management of 

marine mammals and marine protected areas. Although all four methods of spatial analysis 

used in this study were able to identify important marine areas for pinnipeds, all four methods 

had advantages and disadvantages. Priority should be given to approaches that move away 

from subjective user-defined methods. The BI approach was able to supply the most 

comprehensive range of objective functions and aspects. Given the increase in threats, 

uncertain population trends and the conservation status of a large range of pinnipeds, 

immediate action to strengthen the protection for pinnipeds is vital. This research is not only 

important for pinnipeds but could aid in the identification of multi-species hotspots across 

the globe, and contribute to larger scale projects such as BirdLife International are 

undertaking for the identification of Important Bird and Biodiversity Areas. 
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Appendix A – Data standardisation R script 

######Universal seal template Part 1########## 

######Data Standardisation################# 

 

# Set working directory (folder where your data are stored) and load functions/packages 

dir = "FILEPATH_TO_FOLDER" 

setwd(dir) 

source("FILEPATH_TO_SOURCES_SCRIPT")  

###Load Packages 

library(spatstat) 

library(adehabitatHR) 

library(trip)         

### Load data 

filename = "NAME_OF_CSV_FILE" 

DataGroup2 = read.csv(paste(filename, ".csv", sep=""), header=TRUE, 

stringsAsFactors=FALSE) 

head(DataGroup2, 10) 

###Map data 

plot(Latitude~Longitude, data=DataGroup2, asp=1) 

map("world", add=T) 

### Create Datetime column & calculate numerical TrackTime field 

DataGroup2$DateTime = paste(DataGroup2$DateGMT, DataGroup2$TimeGMT, sep= " 

") #Create single DateTime column   

DataGroup2$DateTime = as.POSIXct(strptime(DataGroup2$DateTime, "%d/%m/%Y 

%H:%M:%S "), "GMT") ###change class of Datetime column into Datetime object 

(POSIXct) 

DataGroup2$TrackTime = as.double(DataGroup2$DateTime) ###Create tracktime column 

in numerical format rather that POSIXct format 

head(DataGroup2) ###check first few rows of dataframe to make sure datetime column 

worked! 

 

 



 

####remove duplicates by splitting data frame into individual seals, then removing 

duplicate DateTime for each individual seal 

head(DataGroup2) 

df.n = split(DataGroup2,DataGroup2$ID) ###splitting your dataframe by seal ID 

str(df.n) ###string df.n - Compactly display the internal structure of an R object          

 

mat = matrix(NA,0,ncol(DataGroup2)) ###Creates an empty matrix with 0 data and no. of 

columns as there are in DataGroup2 data frame 

 

for(i in 1:length(df.n)) {           

  a = data.frame(df.n[[i]]) 

  a = subset(a,!duplicated(a[,6]))  ####take out this line and create new line to order by 

datetime by ID when creating a new for loop 

  mat = rbind(mat,a) 

} 

 

head(mat) 

length(unique(mat$ID)) 

####Order DateTime by ID 

head(mat) 

df.n2 = split(mat,mat$ID) ###spliting your dataframe by seal ID 

str(df.n2) ###string df.n - Compactly display the internal structure of an R object 

mat2 = matrix(NA,0,ncol(mat)) ###Creates an empty matrix with 0 data and no. of 

columns as there are in mat data frame 

###order 

for(i in 1:length(df.n2)) {           

  a = data.frame(df.n2[[i]]) 

  a<-a[order(a$DateTime),] 

  mat2 = rbind(mat2,a) 

} 

head(mat2) 

length(unique(mat2$ID)) 

###Create a spatial Points data frame 

xy = mat2[,c("Longitude","Latitude")] ###create xy data frame of longitude/latitude 
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###convert data frame to Spatial Points Data Frame and specify projection in lat/long 

mat2.GCS = SpatialPointsDataFrame(coords=xy, data=mat2, proj4string = 

CRS("+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84"))  

###check existing projection of spatimat2.GCS = SpatialPointsDataFrame(coords=xy, 

data=mat2, proj4string = CRS("+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84"))al object 

print(proj4string(mat2.GCS))  

###plotting the mat.GCS spatialpointsdataframe created in the steps above 

plot(mat2.GCS)   

 

###Speed filter 

###Assign a known CRS to spatial data 

proj4string(mat2.GCS) <- CRS("+init=epsg:4326") ###4326 = WGS84, the projection 

used in the script 

### now for trip 

###Load trip package 

library(trip) 

### Create a trip object, telling it the names of the date-time and ID columns  

tr <- trip(mat2.GCS, c("DateTime", "ID")) 

plot(tr, pch = ".") 

lines(tr) 

### Filter for speed 

MaxSpeed<-10.8 ###Insert max speed for given species based on literature 

tr$ok <- speedfilter(tr, max.speed = MaxSpeed)   

plot(tr[tr$ok, ],pch=".") 

lines(tr[tr$ok, ]) 

### Convert Spatial Points Data Frame to Data Frame 

d4<-as.data.frame(tr) 

summary(d4) 

### Create data frame without the data points as FALSE in the ok column 

d5<-subset(d4,ok==TRUE) 

summary(d5) 

### Interpolate the data 

detach("package:adehabitat", unload=TRUE) 

library(adehabitatLT) 

 



 

### Creating an ltraj object 

d6 = as.ltraj(xy=d5[,c("Latitude","Longitude")], date = d5$DateTime, id = d5$ID) 

d6 

### Interpolating by time in seconds 

d7 = redisltraj(na.omit(d6), 3600, type="time") ###for once an hour set 3600 

d7 

### Create an empty matrix 

d8 = matrix(NA,0,10) 

### For loop to loop through bursts in the ltraj object and store in an empty 

matrix/data.frame 

for(i in 1:length(d7)){ 

  a = d7[[i]] 

  a$id = id(d7)[i] 

  d8 = rbind(d8,a) 

} 

### Use coordinates columns from new data frame (d8) and add relevant columns to return 

to original format needed in the OG script 

DataGroup = d8[,c("id","x","y","date")] 

###Rename columns to Original names 

names(DataGroup)<-c("ID","Latitude","Longitude","DateTime") 

###Plot on map 

plot(Latitude~Longitude, data=DataGroup, asp=1) 

map("world", add=T) 

###Add TrackTime 

DataGroup$TrackTime = as.double(DataGroup$DateTime) ###Create tracktime column in 

numerical format rather that POSIXct format 

#check first few rows of dataframe to make sure datetime column worked! 

head(DataGroup) 

###save as .csv to work on it in BI script 

write.csv(DataGroup, file = "FILEPATH_AND_NAME.csv") 

### End of part one, go to Tools->Global options->change R version running with RStudio 

to v 3.0.3##### 

###Resume with Universal Seal Template Part 2############################ 
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Appendix B – BI approach R script 

######Universal Seal Template Part 2############################# 

######Analysis############################################### 

# Set working directory (folder where your data are stored) and load functions/packages 

dir = "FILEPATH" 

setwd(dir) 

source("FILEPATH_TO SOURCE_FILE")  ###Appendix C 

### Load data 

filename = "NAMEOFCSV" 

DataGroup = read.csv(paste(filename, ".csv", sep=""), header=TRUE, 

stringsAsFactors=FALSE) 

head(DataGroup, 10) 

summary(DataGroup) 

### Plot track data on map 

plot(Latitude~Longitude, data=DataGroup, asp=1) 

map("world", add=T) 

### Create colony data.frame 

Colony = data.frame(Longitude = xxxx, Latitude = yyyy)  

### Visualise individual tracks and colony location on map (in unique shades) 

Tracks = unique(DataGroup$ID) ###create a list of unique track id’s in the data frame 

DataGroup$TrackId = as.factor(DataGroup$ID) ###create a new column in data frame 

called TrackId, that is a factor  

###Plotting the data 

plot(Latitude~Longitude, data=DataGroup, col="white", asp=1) #plot data on map. 

for(i in Tracks) {                                        ###for each unique track id add a line on the 

map of the tracking data  

  TempTrack = subset(DataGroup, DataGroup$TrackId == i)   ###and colour the line 

uniquely for ever different track id. 

  lines(Latitude~Longitude, data=TempTrack, col=TrackId) 

} 

library(maps) 

library(sp) 

map("world", add=T) ###add global land contour to map 



 

with(Colony, points(Longitude, Latitude, pch=19, cex=3,col="red")) ###add colony 

location to map  

 

summary(DataGroup) 

#### Split the tracks into trips and removes locations at the colony  

xy = DataGroup[,c("Longitude","Latitude")] ###create xy dataframe of long/lat 

DataGroup.GCS = SpatialPointsDataFrame(coords=xy, data=DataGroup, proj4string = 

CRS("+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84")) ###convert data frame to spatial points data 

frame and specify projection in lat/long 

print(proj4string(DataGroup.GCS)) ###check existing projection of spatial object 

###should be "+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84 +ellps=WGS84 +towgs84=0,0,0" 

 

### change from lat/long to projected coordinate systems (in metres) for spatial statistics 

DataGroup = spTransform(DataGroup.GCS, CRS(paste("+proj=laea +lon_0=", 

Colony$Longitude, " +lat_0=", Colony$Latitude, sep=""))) 

print(proj4string(DataGroup)) ###check existing projection of spatial object 

###"+proj=laea +lon_0=38.06 +lat_0=-54 +ellps=WGS84" 

DataGroupTrips = NULL #create an empty object to store to output in from the following 

for loop 

### For loop: loop through every unique track id in your 'Track' list and  

### separate the label individual trips using the colony location and buffers 

for(i in Tracks){ 

  TempTrack = subset(DataGroup, DataGroup$TrackId == i) 

  TempTrips = tripSplit(Track=TempTrack, Colony=Colony, InnerBuff=15,  

                        ReturnBuff=45, plotit=T ,MidPoint=F, nests=F) 

  if(which(Tracks == i) == 1){ 

    DataGroupTrips = TempTrips  

  } else { 

    DataGroupTrips = spRbind(DataGroupTrips, TempTrips) 

  } 

} 

###If returning the rows from the 1st animal in the Track list then store output data in a 

data frame called DataGroupTrips 

###else for all output rows from subsequent animals add the data to the pre-existing data 

frame using the spRbind function (binds together rows from spatial points data frames) 

 

###check that length of DataGroupTrips is the same as inout length of data frame 
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length(DataGroupTrips) 

length(DataGroup) 

###check out the new data columns 

head(DataGroupTrips) 

summary(DataGroupTrips) 

 

names(DataGroupTrips@data)[names(DataGroupTrips@data) %in% 

c("DataGroup.Longitude" , "DataGroup.Latitude")] = c("X", "Y")  

###remove rows where the Returns column has an "N" 

DataGroupTrips = DataGroupTrips[DataGroupTrips$Returns != "N",]  

###remove rows where the trip_id column has a "-1" 

DataGroupTrips = DataGroupTrips[DataGroupTrips$trip_id != "-1",]  

DataGroupTrips = DataGroupTrips[!DataGroupTrips$trip_id %in% 

names(which(table(DataGroupTrips$trip_id) < 5)),] 

head(DataGroupTrips@data) 

###save the original IDs with a new name 

DataGroupTrips$originalID = DataGroupTrips$ID  

###reset the ID field to individual trips rather than individual birds 

DataGroupTrips$ID = DataGroupTrips$trip_id  

 

###Summary of the data 

tripSummary(DataGroupTrips, Colony=Colony, nests=FALSE) 

###Load adehabitat 

library(adehabitat) 

 

###Identify the appropriate ARS Scale 

Scales = seq(5,200,2) ###FPT values calculated for each trip within a data group at scales 

from 10 to 250 km at 5 km intervals 

fpt.scales = scaleARS(DataGroup=DataGroupTrips, Scales=Scales, Peak="Flexible") 

 

###Calculate the kernels and export the resultant polygons as shapefiles 

datagroupsUDd = batchUD(DataGroupTrips, Scale=fpt.scales/2, UDLev=50) 

 

###Create folder in your working directory to store output shapefiles 

dir.create("kernel shapefiles", showWarnings=FALSE) 



 

###Specify the path to the folder where the shapefile will be saved 

td = "FILEPATH"  

###Write shapefiles to folder 

writeOGR(datagroupsUDd, "output.shp", td, driver="ESRI Shapefile") 

 

if ("originalID" %in% names(DataGroupTrips@data)){ 

  TableKernel = datagroupsUDd@data 

  linkids = with(DataGroupTrips@data,aggregate(ID, list(ID=ID,originalID=originalID), 

length)) 

  TableKernel = 

merge(TableKernel,linkids[,c("ID","originalID")])[,c("Name_0","Name_1","ID","originalI

D")] [order(TableKernel$Name_1),] 

  TableKernel 

  datagroupsUDd@data = TableKernel 

} 

 

datagroupsUDd@data 

 

###Variance test to determine whether to include multiple tracks from individuals 

###Compares the distances between core foraging ranges of an individuals own tracks to 

the distances between tracks from different individuals (see Lascelles - test for site fidelity) 

bird_string = as.character(datagroupsUDd$originalID) 

vt = varianceTest(datagroupsUDd, bird_string, Iteration=10) 

vt 

###To choose one trip per individual, randomly, if indication of site fidelity (vt <0.25) 

if (vt < 0.25) 

{ 

  bird_idtrip = datagroupsUDd@data ###create new spatial points data frame 

  birds = unique(bird_idtrip$originalID) #create list of unique seal ids 

  trips = numeric() ###create empty numeric vector 

  set.seed(1) ###random number generator  

  for (x in 1:length(birds)) trips = c(trips, 

as.character(sample(bird_idtrip[bird_idtrip$originalID==(birds[x]),]$ID,1))) 

  DataGroupTrips2 = DataGroupTrips[DataGroupTrips$ID%in%trips,] 

  datagroupsUDd2 = batchUD(DataGroupTrips2, Scale=fpt.scales/2, UDLev=50) 

  datagroupsUDd = datagroupsUDd2 
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  DataGroupTrips = DataGroupTrips2 

} 

 

 

### Bootstrap  

###bootstrap section from trial_IBA_functions.r inserted to avoid problems with 

deprecated overlay function ->over() inserted instead 

library(adehabitat) 

packageurl<-"https://cran.r-project.org/src/contrib/Archive/sp/sp_1.2-1.tar.gz" 

install.packages(packageurl, repos = NULL, type = "source") 

library(sp) 

bootstrap <- function(DataGroup, Scale=100, Iteration=50) 

{ 

   

  require(sp) 

  require(geosphere) 

  require(rgdal) 

  require(adehabitat) 

   

  if(!"Latitude" %in% names(DataGroup)) stop("Latitude field does not exist") 

  if(!"Longitude" %in% names(DataGroup)) stop("Longitude field does not exist") 

  if(!"ID" %in% names(DataGroup)) stop("ID field does not exist") 

   

  if(class(DataGroup)!= "SpatialPointsDataFrame")     ## convert to 

SpatialPointsDataFrame and project 

  { 

    mid_point<-data.frame(centroid(as.matrix(cbind(xy$Longitude, xy$Latitude)))) 

    #mid_point<-data.frame(centroid(cbind(DataGroup$Longitude, DataGroup$Latitude))) 

    DataGroup.Wgs <- SpatialPoints(data.frame(DataGroup$Longitude, 

DataGroup$Latitude), proj4string=CRS("+proj=longlat + datum=wgs84")) 

    DgProj <- CRS(paste("+proj=laea +lon_0=", mid_point$lon, " +lat_0=", mid_point$lat, 

sep="")) 

    DataGroup.Projected <- spTransform(DataGroup.Wgs, CRS=DgProj) 

    DataGroup <- SpatialPointsDataFrame(DataGroup.Projected, data = DataGroup) 

  }else{DgProj<-DataGroup@proj4string} 



 

   

  DataGroup$X <- DataGroup@coords[,1] 

  DataGroup$Y <- DataGroup@coords[,2] 

   

  UIDs <- unique(DataGroup$ID) 

  Ntrips <- length(UIDs) 

  Output <- data.frame(SampleSize = 1:Ntrips, InclusionMean = rep(0, Ntrips), 

InclusionSD = rep(0, Ntrips)) 

  UDLev <- 50 

  for (N in 1:(Ntrips - 1)) 

  { 

    par(mfrow=c(1,2), mai=c(0.4,0.4,0.4,0.4)) 

    Coverage <- NULL 

    Inclusion <- NULL 

    History <- NULL 

    BoundBox <- bbox(DataGroup) 

    for(i in 1:Iteration) 

    { 

      RanNum <- sample(UIDs, N, replace=F) 

      SelectedCoords <- coordinates(DataGroup[DataGroup$ID %in% RanNum,]) 

      NotSelected <- DataGroup[!DataGroup$ID %in% RanNum,] 

       

      Temp <- data.frame(SelectedCoords[,1], SelectedCoords[,2]) 

      Ext <- (min(Temp[,1]) + 3 * diff(range(Temp[,1]))) 

      if(Ext < (Scale * 1000 * 2)) {BExt <- ceiling((Scale * 1000 * 

3)/(diff(range(Temp[,1]))))} else {BExt <- 3} 

       

      KDE.Surface <- kernelUD(data.frame(SelectedCoords[,1], SelectedCoords[,2]), 

id=rep(1, nrow(SelectedCoords)), h=Scale*1000, grid=70, extent=BExt, 

same4all=FALSE) 

      KDE.UD <- getverticeshr(KDE.Surface, lev = UDLev) 

      KDE.Spl <- kver2spol(KDE.UD) 

      KDE.Spl@proj4string <- DgProj 

      Overlain <- overlay(KDE.Spl, NotSelected) 

      Inclusion[i] <- length(which(Overlain == 1))/nrow(NotSelected) 
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      plot(NotSelected, xlim=c(BoundBox[1,]), ylim=c(BoundBox[2,]), cex=0.5, 

col="grey") 

      plot(KDE.Spl, add=T) 

      plot(Output$SampleSize, Output$InclusionMean + Output$InclusionSD, pch=95, 

col="grey") 

      points(Output$SampleSize, Output$InclusionMean, cex=1) 

      points(Output$SampleSize, Output$InclusionMean - Output$InclusionSD, pch=95, 

col="grey") 

      #print(paste(i, " ", length(na.omit(Overlain)), "/", nrow(NotSelected), " fall within 50% 

UD", sep="")) 

    } 

    Output[N,]$InclusionMean <- mean(Inclusion) 

    Output[N,]$InclusionSD <- sd(Inclusion) 

    #plot(Output$SampleSize, Output$InclusionMean + Output$InclusionSD, pch=95, 

col="grey") 

    #points(Output$SampleSize, Output$InclusionMean, cex=1) 

    #points(Output$SampleSize, Output$InclusionMean - Output$InclusionSD, pch=95, 

col="grey") 

    #print(Sys.time()) 

  } 

  par(mfrow=c(1,1), mai=c(1,1,1,1)) 

  Result <- Output[1:nrow(Output)-1,] 

  M1 <- nls((InclusionMean ~ (a*SampleSize)/(1+b*SampleSize)), data=Result, 

start=list(a=1,b=0.1)) 

  #summary(M1) 

  NPred <- max(c(100, nrow(Output)+20)) 

  PredData <- data.frame(SampleSize = seq(1:NPred)) 

  P2 <- predict(M1, PredData) 

  plot(Result$SampleSize, Result$InclusionMean + Result$InclusionSD, col="white", 

xlim=c(0,nrow(PredData)), ylab="Inclusion", xlab="SampleSize", ylim=c(0,1.2)) 

  yTemp <- c((Result[,2] + Result[,3]), rev(Result[,2] - Result[,3])) 

  xTemp <- c(1:nrow(Result), nrow(Result):1) 

  polygon(xTemp, yTemp, col="gray93", border=F) 

  points(Result$SampleSize, Result$InclusionMean, cex=1) 

  lines(P2, type="l") 

  Asymptote <- (summary(M1)$coefficients[1]/summary(M1)$coefficients[2]) 



 

  RepresentativeValue <- P2[nrow(Result)]/Asymptote*100 

  print(RepresentativeValue) 

  text((nrow(PredData)/2), (Asymptote/2), paste(round(RepresentativeValue,2), "%", 

sep=""), cex=2, col="gray45") 

  Result$RepresentativeValue <- RepresentativeValue 

  return(Output) 

} 

 

boot_out = bootstrap(DataGroupTrips, Scale=fpt.scales/2, Iteration=50) 

boot_out 

 

###Polygons count 

count_UD = polyCount(datagroupsUDd, Res = 0.05) 

writeRaster(count_UD, "Species_Count_UD_new.tif") 

###Threshold_raster 

mIBA_site = thresholdRaster(count_UD, Threshold = 12.5)  

###proportion of polygons overlapping each cell between 0-1 where closer to 1 = more 

polygons overlapping 

###writeOGR(mIBA_site, layer="species_candidatesite", dsn="FILEPATH", 

driver="ESRI Shapefile", verbose=TRUE) 

writeOGR(mIBA_site, getwd(), layer= "species_candidatesite", driver="ESRI Shapefile", 

verbose=TRUE) 
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Appendix C – Literature review summary 

Species MCP KDE TIA OTHER Reference 

Phoca vitulina Y 
   

(Thompson et al., 1994) 

Otaria flavescens Y 
   

(Campagna et al., 2001) 

Arctocephalus gazella 
  

Y 
 

(Boyd et al., 2002) 

Leptonychotes weddellii 
  

Y 
 

(Hindell, Harcourt, Waas, & 

Thompson, 2002) 

Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus 
  

Y 
 

(Littnan & Arnould, 2002) 

Halichoerus grypus 
 

Y 
  

(Sjöberg & Ball, 2000) 

Arctocephalus tropicalis 
 

Y 
  

(Beauplet et al., 2004) 

Mirounga leonina 
  

Y 
 

(Bradshaw, Hindell, Sumner, & 

Michael, 2004) 

Lobodon carcinophagus 
  

Y 
 

(Burns et al., 2004) 

Callorhinus ursinus 
 

Y 
  

(Robson et al., 2004) 

Arctocephalus gazella   

Arctocephalus tropicalis 

 
Y 

  
(Bailleul, Luque, Dubroca, 

Arnould, & Guinet, 2005) 

Phocarctos hookeri 
 

Y 
  

(Chilvers et al., 2005) 

Halichoerus grypus 
 

Y 
  

(Breed, Bowen, McMillan, & 

Leonard, 2006) 

Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus 
  

Y 
 

(Kirkwood et al., 2006) 

Neophoca cinerea 
 

Y 
  

(Fowler, Costa, & Arnould, 2007) 

Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus 
   

Y (Arnould & Kirkwood, 2008) 

Callorhinus ursinus 
  

Y 
 

(Call, Ream, Johnson, Sterling, & 

Towell, 2008) 

Phocarctos hookeri 
 

Y 
  

(Chilvers, 2008b) 

Halichoerus grypus Y 
   

(Breed, Jonsen, Myers, Don 

Bowen, & Leonard, 2009) 

Phocarctos hookeri 
 

Y 
  

(Chilvers, 2009) 

Callorhinus ursinus 
  

Y 
 

(Trites, Lestenkof, & Battaile, 

2009) 

Phocarctos hookeri 
 

Y 
  

(Augé, 2010) 

Pusa hispida Y 
   

(Kelly et al., 2010) 

Callorhinus ursinus 
   

Y (Kuhn, Tremblay, Ream, & 

Gelatt, 2010) 

Arctocephalus gazella 
 

Y 
  

(Staniland et al., 2010) 

Phocarctos hookeri 
 

Y 
  

(Chilvers et al., 2011) 

Phoca vitulina 
 

Y 
  

(Cordes et al., 2011) 

Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus 
 

Y 
  

(Kirkwood & Arnould, 2011) 

Neophoca cinerea 
 

Y 
  

(Lowther, Harcourt, Hamer, & 

Goldsworthy, 2011) 

Mirounga leonina 
   

Y (Dragon, Bar-Hen, Monestiez, & 

Guinet, 2012) 

Phocarctos hookeri 
 

Y 
  

(Leung, Chilvers, Nakagawa, 

Moore, & Robertson, 2012) 

Callorhinus ursinus 
 

Y 
  

(Benoit-Bird, Battaile, 

Nordstrom, & Trites, 2013) 

Arctocephalus gazella 
 

Y 
  

(Blanchet et al., 2013) 

Zalophus wollebaeki   

Arctocephalus galapagoensis 

 
Y 

  
(Jeglinski, Goetz, Werner, Costa, 

& Trillmich, 2013) 



 

Mirounga leonina 
 

Y 
  

(Muelbert, de Souza, Lewis, & 

Hindell, 2013) 

Otaria flavescens Y Y 
  

(Riet-Sapriza et al., 2013) 

Otaria flavescens 
 

Y 
  

(Rodríguez et al., 2013) 

Phoca vitulina 
  

Y 
 

(Womble & Gende, 2013) 

Phoca vitulina 
   

Y (Bailey, Hammond, & 

Thompson, 2014) 

Halichoerus grypus Y 
  

Y (Oksanen, Ahola, Lehtonen, & 

Kunnasranta, 2014) 

Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus 
 

Y 
  

(Arnould et al., 2015) 

Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus 
 

Y 
  

(Hoskins et al., 2015) 

Halichoerus grypus 
   

Y (Huon et al., 2015) 

Phoca hispida botnica Y 
  

Y (Oksanen et al., 2015) 

Arctocephalus forsteri 
  

Y 
 

(Baylis, Page, & Goldsworthy, 

2008b) 

Arctocephalus forsteri 
 

Y 
  

(Baylis, Page, & Goldsworthy, 

2008a) 

Total 7 26 10 7  
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Appendix D – MCP analysis R script 

############################################################### 

######MCP analysis seal data universal template 14/11/16 LB#### 

############################################################### 

 

library(adehabitatHR) 

library(maptools) 

library(rgdal) 

library(maps) 

 

###Set working directory 

dir="FILEPATH" 

setwd(dir) 

 

###Load data 

Data<-read.csv("FILENAME.csv", header=T) 

Data 

str(Data) 

 

###set colony location 

Colony = data.frame(Longitude = xx.xxxx, Latitude = -xx.xxxx) 

 

###Convert decimal degrees to radians for DataGroup (Then convert each decimal latitude 

and longitude into radians by multiplying each one by PI/180) 

xy = Data[,c("Longitude","Latitude")] 

DataGrouprad<-(xy*pi)/180 

 

###Convert decimal degrees to radians for colony 

Colonyrad<-(Colony*pi)/180 

Colony<-Colonyrad   

 

###Calculate Great Circle Distance 

Data$distance<-

acos(sin(Colonyrad$Latitude)*sin(DataGrouprad$Latitude)+cos(Colonyrad$Latitude)*cos

(DataGrouprad$Latitude)*cos(Colonyrad$Longitude-DataGrouprad$Longitude))*6371  

 

###Create a subset of data which excludes all points that have a distance(gcd) of less than 

10km to the colony 

DataGroup<-subset(Data,distance>10.0) 

 

plot(Latitude~Longitude, data=DataGroup, asp=1) 

###remove individual IDs 

DataGroup$ID<-"100" 

 



 

###Reset colony location so that it is in decimal not radians 

Colonydec = data.frame(Longitude =  xx.xxxx, Latitude = xx.xxxx)  

 

#Creates class Spatial Points for all locations 

data.xy = DataGroup[c("Longitude","Latitude")] 

xysp <- SpatialPoints(data.xy) 

proj4string(xysp) <- CRS("+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84") 

 

### change from lat/long to projected coordinate systems (in meters) for spatial statistics 

DataGroup2 = spTransform(xysp, CRS(paste("+proj=laea +lon_0=", 

Colonydec$Longitude, " +lat_0=", Colonydec$Latitude, sep=""))) 

print(proj4string(DataGroup2)) 

 

#Creates a Spatial Data Frame from  

sppt<-data.frame(DataGroup2) 

#Creates a spatial data frame of ID 

idsp<-data.frame(DataGroup[1]) 

#Merges ID and Date into the same spatial data frame 

merge<-data.frame(idsp) 

#Adds ID and Date data frame with locations data frame 

coordinates(merge)<-sppt 

plot(merge) 

str(merge) 

 

## estimates the MCP 

cp <- mcp(merge[,1], percent=50, unin = c("m"), unout = c("km2")) ###(95% is the default) 

## The home-range size 

as.data.frame(cp) 

## Plot the home ranges 

plot(cp) 

 

#Using the maptools package write to a shapefile 

writePolyShape(cp, "SHPFILENAME") 

 

###Calculate the area of the mcp 

hrs <- mcp.area(merge[,1], percent=seq(50, 100, by = 5),unin = c("m"), 

                unout = c("km2"), plotit = TRUE) 

hrs 

 

write.csv(hrs, file = "FILEPATH/FILENAME.csv") 
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Appendix E – KDE analysis R script 

####################################### 

###KDE analysis template 14/11/16 LB### 

####################################### 

 

###Load packages 

 

library(sp) 

library(rgdal) 

library(raster) 

library(maptools) 

library(adehabitatHR) 

 

###Set working directory 

dir="FILEPATH" 

setwd(dir) 

 

###Load data 

DataGroup<-read.csv("FILENAME.csv", header = T) 

head(DataGroup) 

str(DataGroup) 

 

###set colony location 

Colony = data.frame(Longitude = xx.xxxx, Latitude = xx.xxxx) 

 

###Convert decimal degrees to radians for DataGroup (Then convert each decimal latitude 

and longitude into radians by multiplying each one by PI/180) 

xy = DataGroup[,c("Longitude","Latitude")] 

DataGrouprad<-(xy*pi)/180 

 

###Convert decimal degrees to radians for colony 

Colonyrad<-(Colony*pi)/180 

Colony<-Colonyrad   

 

###Calculate Great Circle Distance 

DataGroup$distance<-

acos(sin(Colonyrad$Latitude)*sin(DataGrouprad$Latitude)+cos(Colonyrad$Latitude)*cos

(DataGrouprad$Latitude)*cos(Colonyrad$Longitude-DataGrouprad$Longitude))*6371  

 

###Create a subset of data which excludes all points that have a distance(gcd) of less than 

10km to the colony 

Datagroup2<-subset(DataGroup,distance>10.0) 

DataGroup<-Datagroup2 



 

 

###Get rid of individual ID's to investigate KernelUD for the whole population 

DataGroup$ID<-"100" 

 

###Set ID as a factor 

DataGroup$ID<-as.factor(DataGroup$ID) 

 

#Creates class Spatial Points for all locations 

data.xy = DataGroup[c("Longitude","Latitude")] 

xysp <- SpatialPoints(data.xy) 

proj4string(xysp) <- CRS("+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84") 

 

###Reset colony location so that it is in decimal not radians 

Colonydec = data.frame(Longitude = xx.xxxx, Latitude = xx.xxxx) 

 

### change from lat/long to projected coordinate systems (in meters) for spatial statistics 

DataGroup2 = spTransform(xysp, CRS(paste("+proj=laea +lon_0=", 

Colonydec$Longitude, " +lat_0=", Colonydec$Latitude, sep=""))) 

print(proj4string(DataGroup2)) 

 

 

###Plot data 

plot(Latitude~Longitude, data=xysp, asp=1) 

map("world", add=T) 

 

#Creates a Spatial Data Frame from  

sppt<-data.frame(DataGroup2) 

#Creates a spatial data frame of ID 

idsp<-data.frame(DataGroup[1]) 

#Merges ID and Date into the same spatial data frame 

merge<-data.frame(idsp) 

str(merge) 

#Adds ID and Date data frame with locations data frame 

coordinates(merge)<-sppt 

plot(merge) 

 

###KernelUD using href 

udbis <- kernelUD(merge, grid=1000, h = "href") 

image(udbis) 

 

udbis[[1]]@h 

 

ver <- getverticeshr(udbis, standardize = FALSE) 

ver50 <- getverticeshr(udbis, percent=50) 

ver80 <- getverticeshr(udbis, percent=80) 

ver90 <- getverticeshr(udbis, percent=90) 

ver95 <- getverticeshr(udbis, percent=95) 

ver99 <- getverticeshr(udbis, percent=99) 

ver 
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ver50 

plot(ver) 

  

plot(ver, col="grey",axes=T);plot(ver95, add=T);plot(ver90, add=T);plot(ver80, 

add=T);plot(ver50, add=T) 

 

###Using the maptools package write to a shapefile (Just change ver50 etc as well as 

remembering to change the name in "..") 

writePolyShape(ver50, "SHPFILENAME") 

 

###calculate size of the area 

Area<-kernel.area(udbis, percent = seq(20, 95, by = 5),unin = c("m"),unout = c("km2"), 

standardize = FALSE) 

Area 

 

###Write and export the area calculations as a csv file for further analysis 

write.csv(Area, file = "FILEPATH/FILENAME.csv") 
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Appendix F – TIA analysis R script 

####################################### 

###TIA analysis template 14/11/16 LB### 

####################################### 

 

###Load relevant packages 

library(trip) 

library(rgdal) 

library(sp) 

library(Grid2Polygons) 

library(maptools) 

library(maps) 

library(mapdata) 

library(geosphere) 

 

###set working directory 

dir="FILEPATH" 

setwd(dir) 

 

### Load data 

filename = "FILENAME" 

Data = read.csv(paste(filename, ".csv", sep=""), header=TRUE, stringsAsFactors=FALSE) 

head(Data, 10) 

 

###Plot data 

plot(Latitude~Longitude, data=Data, asp=1) 

map("world", add=T) 

 

Colony = data.frame(Longitude = xx.xxxx, Latitude = xx.xxxx) 

 

###Convert decimal degrees to radians for DataGroup (Then convert each decimal latitude 

and longitude into radians by multiplying each one by PI/180) 

xy = Data[,c("Longitude","Latitude")] 

DataGrouprad<-(xy*pi)/180 

 

###Convert decimal degrees to radians for colony 

Colonyrad<-(Colony*pi)/180 

Colony<-Colonyrad   

 

###Calculate Great Circle Distance 

Data$distance<-

acos(sin(Colonyrad$Latitude)*sin(DataGrouprad$Latitude)+cos(Colonyrad$Latitude)*cos

(DataGrouprad$Latitude)*cos(Colonyrad$Longitude-DataGrouprad$Longitude))*6371  



 

 

###Create a subset of data which excludes all points that have a distance(gcd) of less than 

10km to the colony 

DataGroup<-subset(Data,distance>10.0) 

###Part needed in case there are ID fields after excluding points within 10km of colony to 

subset dataset by creating a subset containing all data were ID is not equal to 145(this is the 

example) 

##DataGroup2<-DataGroup[which(DataGroup$ID!="145"),] 

##DataGroup<-DataGroup2 

 

plot(Latitude~Longitude, data=DataGroup, asp=1) 

map("world", add=T) 

with(Colony, points(Longitude, Latitude, pch=19, cex=3,col="red")) 

 

### Create Datetime column & calculate numerical TrackTime field 

DataGroup$DateTime = paste(DataGroup$DateGMT, DataGroup$TimeGMT, sep= " ") 

#Create single DateTime column   

DataGroup$DateTime = as.POSIXct(strptime(DataGroup$DateTime, "%d/%m/%Y 

%H:%M:%S "), "GMT") #change class of Datetime column into Datetime object (POSIXct) 

DataGroup$TrackTime = as.double(DataGroup$DateTime) #Create tracktime column in 

numerical format rather that POSIXct format 

head(DataGroup) #check first few rows of dataframe to make sure datetime column worked! 

 

###Create spatial points data frame 

xy = DataGroup[,c("Longitude","Latitude")] #create xy dataframe of long/lat 

DataGroup.GCS = SpatialPointsDataFrame(coords=xy, data=DataGroup, proj4string = 

CRS("+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84")) #convert df to spdf and specify projection in 

lat/long 

print(proj4string(DataGroup.GCS)) #check existing projection of spatial object 

 

plot(DataGroup.GCS)  

 

## Create a trip object, telling it the names of the date-time and ID columns (in order to 

create trip object a spatial points object is needed!) 

tr <- trip(DataGroup.GCS, c("DateTime", "ID")) 

plot(tr, pch = ".") 

lines(tr) 

 

###transform projection to long/lat of colony with units in km 

p4<-CRS("+proj=laea +lon_0=xx.xxxx +lat_0=xx.xxxx +units=km") 

ptr<-spTransform(tr,p4) 

plot(ptr) 

 

gt<-makeGridTopology(ptr, cellsize=c(25,25))     # change cell size here if you want this 

one give 1 by 1 km grid cells 

grd2<-tripGrid(ptr,grid=gt) 

image(grd2, col=oc.colors(260000), axes=TRUE)         # change the 260000 for greater or 

less definition in the scale of colours 
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##Writes and exports time spent as z column 

write.csv(as.data.frame(grd2),"TIA_ZWfcol1_grdnocolony_50by50.csv",row.names=FAL

SE) 

 

###order by column z, ie the time spent in a cell 

grd3<-grd2[-order(grd2$z),] 

grd3 

 

###caculate sum of time spent  

sum<-sum(grd3$z) 

 

###calculate proportion of time spent?, take time for each cell, divided time in all cells times 

a hundred to make percentage 

grd3$zprop<-(100*grd3$z/sum) 

  

###Calculate cumulative time spent  

grd3$zcum<-cumsum(grd3$zprop) 

 

###Convert spatialgriddataframe to spatialpolygonsdataframe  

grdpoly<-Grid2Polygons(grd3, zcol = 2, level = FALSE, at, cuts = 20, pretty = FALSE, 

                       xlim = NULL, ylim = NULL, ply = NULL) 

 

###Reset colony location so that it is in decimal not radians 

Colonydec = data.frame(Longitude = xx.xxxx, Latitude = xx.xxxx) 

 

###Re transform projection? 

grd4 = spTransform(grdpoly, CRS(paste("+proj=laea +lon_0=", Colonydec$Longitude, " 

+lat_0=", Colonydec$Latitude, sep=""))) 

print(proj4string(grd4)) 

 

###export as a shapefile 

writePolyShape(grd4, "SHPFILENAME") 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


